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Letters
to the
Editor

I am amazed that it
e,rt
of its members and I want the me'ml::>erShllp
what has happened.
lrrt"1,A ..

Astronomists?
I think that Katherine Becker and Dave Hostetter

Corner, December 1991) have missed a plalUSlble d.eJtlmltion
194 Conference Dates

I have a strong personal conviction that the coming IPS
Conference, hosted by Mike Hutton in Cocoa, Florida in
1994, will better serve IPS members and be a much better
conference if it is held in October instead of the planned
time in July. I sought and received the approval of thenIPS President Terence Murtagh to survey the membership
on the idea of moving the conference dates to the Columbus Day weekend. Mike helped to write the opinion poll
question.

Your opinion please. Should we have IPS '94 in
Cocoa, Florida during Space Week and the 25th anniversary of the moon landing (July 20) or should it be moved
to Columbus Day (second Monday) weekend in October?
If we have our Conference during Space Week (July),
we have the advantage of being part of the celebration and
may have access to big name speakers.
If we have our Conference around Columbus Day
(October) we will have better weather (cooler and dryer),
the hotels will be less crowded (we can obtain a better
room rate) we will have much easier access to the nearby
Space Camp and the Kennedy Space Center (both of
which will be running at capacity during July), the host
planetarium's new building will be more complete and
operating more smoothly, we can negotiate a better rate
for a pre/post conference visit to Disney World, including
a behind-the-scenes tour, and we may be able to charter
the cruise ship Oceanic for part of our conference.
Realizing that many IPS members are public school
employees, we hope that if the conference is staged in
October, that you will be able to obtain the needed two
additional days away from school for your professional,
biennial conference in 1994.
I

- - Let's move the Conference to October, 1994.
- - Let's leave the Conference at the originally
proposed time in July, 1994.
About half the IPS membership responded to the poll,
giving it 99% validity for the entire membership, and 61 %
voted for moving the dates to October.
This percentage is not in the minutes of the Council
meeting, where the poll was considered, and the Council
vote was unanimous against moving the dates. Council
has, of course, the total responsibility for this decision, but

of the word "astronomists." Could this be a ........'rnh,ln,;:ltin'n
an astronomer and an optimist? Thus it would
who gaze skywards
and would
range of astronomers from those who
out
night to those who travel half
round the
an eclipse.
Incidentally, the ucheck
puter queries the word "astronomist."
to its dictionary?

Christmas Star Shows
wi th
references to
concern with Christmas Star
shows in
article "In Defense of Christmas Star
Shows" (December 1991)?
I take great issue with
when
being a part of a small vocal group of creationists.
that my referenced letter was
about
all the facts. Yes, you
what I wrote, but
that I did not
in that
have a
who n ...,:..our<.:a.U
I
work and his dedication
planetarium
We
had ret:>eated.
conversations about the star. He has done the research. I've
asked a few
and he has
answers to his satisfaction. Are we corlsplnnlg Cl'eatlOnzsts
No. Do I
his
hypothesis? No. I added his
glory
Star DrE~SeIlta:nOllS
with the meteor,
reasons why all of them are ....... .;:>u. .... "" .. u. .... '''-'
hypothesis is unscientific. Unlike the
sis, the
cannot be tested. When I said "offer
ideas ... " that is what I meant. In
humble
there are no current
that
the nhlt:!o1l"U::1Ii-UYf''''
regardless of the names of nrt~t:!hO'tr\l1
invoke!
edi torial comment in
Furthermore, after you wrote
vol 12, #2, I sent you another letter and some
papers I wrote against ~"""""Jl"'A'h cre'atlon-sc:terlCe
schools. I've been an
critic of the
time and balanced treatment in the local media
decade. I wrote letters, against a balanced treatment
my state legislators when the
came before the Illinois

letter to the

several
those ,-i"',.,.. ,""''''....
were lost in the
as you said you never received them.
At a later date when I asked you to print the letter you said
that my response was no longer timely and that it would
not be printed.
I have an alternative to the Christmas Star show. I've
called it Rites of the Season. Carl and I cannibalized part of
an Abrams script that we initially used for a Christmas star
show. Over time I realized that I needed another December
show, because of my ethical concerns about how to present
the show without giving support to astrology and religion.
I developed Rites of the Season from parts of the joint script
by relating the many holidays of the year with astronomy.
Dave Linton of Parkland College revised Rites for his theater and even presented it to the GLP A conference when
we met there in 1989. 1 am sure that the conferees who
heard my reasons for working with Rites of the Season
would say that I'm not a creationist, but quite the contrary.
Carl made a major rewrite of it for his 1990 production.
If you or anybody wants to use the Christmas Star as
promotion to raise revenues, at least be honest and say that
you need the money. I readily accept that as a reason.
Make it part of your statement of mission in a similar fashion that light shows are used: Raise revenue, expose another
group to the planetarium, etc. Present the Christmas show
because a segment of your population demands it, it fills
your theater, and boosts revenue. I will never argue
against multipurpose uses for anybody's dome, especially
when I see many colleagues trying to make it through difficult economic times.
You exploited my incomplete letter, especially when
you had personal knowledge of my anti-creationist opinions. If I were in your position (and I'm not after it) of writing and editing a feature article for a major publication in
our field, I would refrain from insulting colleagues who
disagree with my opinions. I will remain active on this
issue, when appropriate, and other difficult questions that
affect our profession. I won't ask for a retraction because of
your history in The Planetari14n is to personally attack anybody who disagrees with your conjunction hypothesis and
then get the last word because you are the editor.
Jeffrey Hunt
Aurora, Illinois
i-...,

emphasize the majority
the same [December] issue
didn't understand the
between Jesus, a V'-AJV'A.,
shows further how narrow the
tes to me that
should

r'111I"f.,.,......"Y"

many other astronomical
stice" show one

Exchange Wanted: U.K.
M. Sc., B.
English vt-' ......... "'·uA.h
shorter
tarium, South

on-con'lml~rCLal

I
Congratulations on a truly outstanding summary article-information and position-on Christmas Star programs. I think you've done a great service for our profession. By detailing dissenting points of view, your position
seems the only one to accept, in conclusion. Bravo!
Jeanne Bishop
Westlake, Ohio
Your long summary of the Christmas-show controversy
is very interesting,
I don't think that your conclusions
follow from the facts and discussions you marshal. The
disclaimer you
(p.
is so weak, and so
that it seems to me to be mere semantics. Though the show
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Donald S. Hall, Director
Strasenburgh Planetarium
Rochester, New York 14603
Just two weeks before I.P.S. President-Elect Gerald
Mallon died on November 5, 1991 at age 39, he told family
members that one of his fears was that he would be forgotten. I am writing this so that we will all have a record of
some of the accomplishments of Jerry's life and work, in
addition to letting you know how Jerry is being remembered.
A service celebrating his life was held by his family,
friends and colleagues at St. Luke's Church in center city
Philadelphia on December 5, 1991. On February 25, 1992,
the Methacton Schools in Norristown, Pennsylvania
named the planetarium, which Jerry directed for 17 years,
in his honor. Students donated money for a plaque outside
the planetarium entrance proclaiming it The Gerald L.
Mallon Planetarium. Inside is an artist's portrait of Jerry.
During the planetarium rededication service, Jerry's fellow
teachers, members of the school board, school administrators and students spoke about Jerry and his work at the
Arcola Intermediate School.
Jerry graduated from college in 1974 and his first job
was in the brand new Arcola school planetarium. Jerry
was honored for his work in science education by the
National Science Teachers Association just six years after
starting work. During the following years, he made his
planetarium famous, world-wide.
Jerry set an example for all planetarians, not only by his
dedication to science education but also through his imaginative uses of the planetarium across the school curriculum. Jerry was also a master of wringing the most effective
use of every moment of time, obtaining his advanced
degrees while teaching. He was rightfully proud of his
Doctor of Education degree (1980) from Temple University
in Philadelphia. His dissertation compared student
achievement and attitudes in astronomy for traditional
planetarium star shows versus participatory programs.
Had it not been for AIDS, Jerry would have served his
term as President during 1993-94. He was diagnosed as
HIV positive (HIV is the virus that causes AIDS) in
October, 1989. Although he knew this when he accepted
the nomination, he fully expected to live through his term
of office. According to AIDS experts, some people who are
HIV positive still not symptomatic 10 to 13 years after
infection.
Jerry had already set in placethe foundations for projects that would be carried out two years later during his
anticipated term as President. His health took a turn for
the worse with the onset of pneumonia, the first of several
opportunistic diseases that would plague him in the
months that followed. It was this pneumonia which
caused him to miss the IPS Conference in BorHinge,
8

Sweden during July of 1990. Again,
experts, there are many people who live with
becoming sick for the first time, for eight years or
Many of us last saw Jerry at this
MAPS
in Philadelphia where he gave a
on celestial
in the paintings of Vincent Van Gogh and how the
tarium could be used to establish dates when these
were painted. His presentation was an audio-visual
terpiece, complete with a
necktie.
During the four years that he served on the . . .
IPS as Executive Secretary, he took the time to go
through years of meeting minutes to come
wi th
"Standing Rules" of all the
the
had decided
for the organization, but that were not
of the official
by-laws. Jerry was the person we turned to when
thing needed to be done and it had to be
the first
and on time. If he were the first to see a
he would be
the first to take action.
In 1988, Jerry was the
of the first
Seven Fellowship, a memorial to the astronauts who lost
their lives in the Challenger
Shuttle disaster. For
Fellowship, he designed and ImlPleme'ntE'Q
was multi-cultural and involved middle
a simulated mission to one of the
a wonderful combination of
...,.AA .... U

wrote a "'u ..'''' ....a.
Ke5>lstzmr Racism:

An

Guide which was first

B.W.M.T. in
1985.
updated and revised a second edition
was released
last
Four years ago he was selected to serve as one of two
people
the US. in India for a
planetarium education.
loved India
request, his brother has made
for his ashes
to be scattered there.
Jerry is the author of dozens of articles and
science education generally and the use of the plcme~taI'lmn
in the schools specifically. Last year he
two
books on planetarium activities for students that have been
jointly published by the
Hall of Science in
California and the New York Hall of Science. His books
the P.A.S.S. series are: Activities for the School Planetarium
and A Manual for Utilizing Portable Planetariums.
It is my hope that the Council of LP.S. will start a
from dues and donations from our members that will
carry Jerry's name. The income generated
fund
could be used, for example, to give
biennial conference for outstanding achievement in the
No.1, March 1992

of the planetarium with students, or to encourage more
people-of-color to enter the planetarium field. From having been Jerrys friend and colleague for 11 years I know
that either of these projects in his name would please him.

Jerry was a teacher of both his students and his
colleagues, an organizer and a leader. His planetarium
colleagues will miss his smile, red hair, dedication and
leadership.
0
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Entertainment and Ed
Are They Com a I I

l1li

I
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Christine Brunello
Morehead Planetarium
CB #3480 Morehead Bldg.
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3480
One of the major issues in the planetarium field today is
priorities: is the goal to entertain or to educate? A number
of planetarians consider themselves primarily educators
and believe that their goal is to teach. By making shows
entertaining, these planetarians hope to retain the audience's attention and to make shows more palatable. "Our
primary goal has been, and always will remain, education.
Entertainment is ~erely
a tool toward thls goal
... a me~s o~ c~pturing
and maIntaInIng the
audience's attention .."
(Walker, 1986). But thIS
incorporates an assumption-that making a
show more entertaining
will not interfere with
its educational effectiveness. Perhaps an enter-

learn more about astronomy and other scientific
their own (Walker, 1986).
Entertainment also must be defined in order to
upon the relationship between entertainment and
tion in planetarium shows. Entertainment will undmlbtooIy mean different things to different
but
tarium show it can mean the

'Does the entertainment va{ue
ium snow a#ec
t tne audience
:JJ «
••• 'Does the persona{ity and
presenter,
visua{ or
an;
t tn ab ·r.. t ,4" tn
'JJ ec
e I I Y OJ e
ence to understand tne concepts,
w.-vlva-V

~~~~n~f~~~~ :;i~~!~ interest in tne scientific topic
municating the points
of the show, but it is also conceivable that the entertainment will distract the audience and prevent them from
learning as much as they would otherwise. Does the entertainment value of a planetarium show affect the audience's learning?
Before this can be answered, one must define the learning objectives for a planetarium show. What do planetarians want the audience to learn? There appear to be several
educational objectives for school shows, including a
greater understanding of the material presented in the
show, an increase in ability to perform space- and timerelated tasks, and a greater appreciation for astronomy or
science in general (Sunal, 1976; Reed & Campbell, 1972).
Similarly, the educational objectives for public shows are
primarily to inform the public of various scientific topics,
and to stimulate the audience in the hopes that they will

acteristics
shows.

question can be restated. Does

the presenter, or visual or audio """"1'..
the planetarium audience to understand the concepts, or
interest in the scientific topic presented?
the immedi14 . . ,"".

ate reaction is "Yes-of course these
will
the
audience to understand the
the
subject much more
that some of these elements
and prevent them from
from gaining an ....
v·A.
not be so well understood.
Several different research
will be examined to
help answer the
Some of the
will relate directly to education in the
others are related to the effectiveness of
al, and visual communication, and the
audio or visual interference with
UIJI.J"'-UA.Ulil;;..

VIVA'-.'-Au, ...

1r\'l·n.C>,r'C

VV.;'CHIUAH

C. Brunello recently completed her internship at Morehead
Planetarium, where she is currently in charge of public relations. She received her BA in astronomy and her MA in
education at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
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What effect does
educationaf vafue of a
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value of a
important for recorded
effect on the audience's learning for any live n.~(... n-...'~""'\C
such as interactive shows where the audience participates,
or shows where the main narrator is the console ,..,......,......."'",... ...
research was done on two
pl,me~tar'lUlm ........nrlr?'''' ...... ''' to see if there was a
difference in the retention of
knowledge--how much do students remember from live show
in which the console
demonstrates pnenUHlerld
compared to when the students themselves
......o'..
the
The
used
and 32 Earth
Half of the dassand
C',n-r\,f-",...."'.4d,

f-A....",.

"UU'I'C'LI.".

rno,f-hr,rII

Imme'(ll,lteJly and were tested
"'ru~t"'1"111'rn program. No Sl~;rUlt1Glnt
differences were found for the method of instruction
difference for the ....
tion
for the traditional
method but diminished for the part1(:lpatc~:rv rnCl,thrvi and
of this
relevant to this paper is that Cl01'1l1i'lr::u.. t
were
for the instructors. It is oossllble
of the instructor made a difference in the
learneven when the same material was preof the
for the """""r'rlr?'''' ......
the traditional method and the
""''''·.. h,'' .... ,., .. n ....' ' method of instruction in a -n1~..... Cl.t-..,. ...... ,"""
,~
in five different states
in this case the students were tested on
"' ............... <-u"

'--'--' •.• "J' .....

VI........., ....

.....

Nevada and Minnesota each
were used
students.
the programs consistent from state to state. In this
the
method had a
students who took data were more
more about
than students who ":'lnr-.nl,·u
and listened. But for the results of the ~",<,,".o'Q"

different instructors in
made a difference in how much

audience
attitude.

a questionnaire), and multiple choice. Again, those who
read the transcript tested better than the others, and those
who watched the broadcast tested better than those who
heard it. But there were differences according to the type
of test-those who had read the transcript tested better for
cued recall and free recall but not for multiple choice, and
those who saw the broadcast tested better for cued recall
and multiple choice but not for free recall.
Unfortunately, neither qf these studies indicate whether
the subjects' attitudes were affected more by a particular
medium. These studies indicate that adults interested in
learning about astronomy may learn more by reading a
book than watching a planetarium show, and that shows
that illustrate the points made (audiovisual shows as
opposed to audio shows) may be more effective at teaching content than those with fewer visuals.

wliat effect does [audio visuaf presentations}
have on the chifdren 's understanding?
There are several studies comparing learning for audiovisual and audio-only presentations for children. An additional factor is considered in some of these studies: do the
visuals support the audio? What effect does this have on
the children's understanding?
In the first study, 96 subjects (5 years of age) viewed
segments of Sesame Street (Pezdek & Stevens, 1984). Some
of the children saw a regular segment of Sesame Street
with the correct soundtrack (audiovisual match), some saw
a video with the wrong audio soundtrack (audiovisual
mismatch), some saw the video without any audio, and
some heard the audio without seeing the video. The children were tested on three dependent variables: the percentage of total time that each child visually attended to
the television, the child's comprehension of the audio and
of the video, and the child's accuracy in recognizing portions of the audio and visual segments. (The audio-only
group was not tested on the visual portions, and the videoonly group was not tested on the audio portions.) The
results suggested that young children pay more attention
to visuals than to audio stimulation, and that visuals that
don't match the audio portions of a show may well distract
the children from listening: children in the audiovisual
mismatch group tested similarly to the children in the
video-only group, as if they had only seen and not heard
the presentation.
In the second study, four related experiments were conducted (Hayes & Birnbaum, 1980). As in the previous
study, the experiments in this study dealt with video and
audio learning (recognition), and with interference
between visual and audio stimuli.
.. In the first experiment, 18 preschoolers were chosen to
view a two minute television segment, in which the video
portion was one cartoon ("Superfriends") but the audio
was from another cartoon ("Scooby Doo"). The subjects
were then asked 5 questions-four were recognition of

information that was
in
to
two modalities, and the fifth was a
noticed something unusual about the cartoon.
wrong?") The children recognized visual
easily than audio portions. None of the suibiects
was wrong with the show. This eXloerlm,ent
first study that suggested that
as well from hearing as
III In the second experiment, a
ers were used. This time a six-minute C'''''r........ ' ..'..''''*"
pared using a cartoon with matched video and
15 questions were asked. Five of the
be answered using the visual
the questions were related to the
grated (demonstrated both
the visual questions were more often answered
than the audio questions, but there was no
ference in scores between the visual and the "' .. ,....
questions. Apparently, in some cases the audio
sary to help communicate information that is
sented visually .
.. In the third
the ........
"""'~~''''~,~~.jj.
conducted with 27 ,-v ... ,-I'~'
ences were found for any of the
to the audio
seem to pay more
than young children.
.. In the fourth
36 on~scjho()l children
chosen and divided into three groups. Each
watched a six-minute
of cartoons, but
segment had a match between the visual and
other two had an audiovisual mismatch. Four sets
and each subject was
questions were
sets of questions (one set
to the video
sa wand one set COlrreSOIondiI
heard). Visual ", .. a,,",,""'''''''
correctly by
control
is an
esting result, as it
contradicts the results of the second experiment.]
one child out of the 24 shown
audiovisual
showed an awareness
what
was wrong with the show.
In the third
audio and visual cOlmJ,:)rehelnsion
were again tested on
(Ginsburg et
80 subjects, ranging from 3-4 years in age, were chosen to
watch a videotape on
of child victimization.
Two videotapes were produced with different visuals but
the same audio; in one, the narrator is shown ..:>L-',_ .... ""....
while in the other, the narrator's story is acted out in
sequences. The subjects were divided into five
to
the
match five conditions: the first only heard the
second saw and heard the video with the on-screen narrator, the third saw the action video but had no
the
fourth saw and heard the action video, and the fifth did
not see or hear any videotape. The children were then
given Fisher-Price figures and asked to act out
sequence demonstrated by the video tape on what to do if
alDD]~OaCnE~s (the "No-Go-TeU"
and
\.Iu.'.... "" .... \..1 ..

"'.v".,c. . .

r.w ..." ' . . '"

" ......., .... 0-,......
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received a point for each correct step. The audiovisualwith-action group tested much better than the audio only
group and the last group (which neither saw nor heard the
videotape), but did not test significantly higher than the
group that saw and heard the narrator or the group that
only saw the action demonstrated without audio. This suggests that while visual action may be helpful in communicating a point, it isn't necessary.
In the fourth study, the impact of audio and visual features on young children's preferential selection of, and
memory for, verbally presented materials was examined
(Calvert et al., 1989). Forty preschoolers were chosen to
interact with a computer lesson teaching names of objects.
On the computet were 24 objects which, correctly identified by typing in the name, would either move in an action
meaningful to the object, or create a nonmeaningful but
distinctive sound, or both or neither. For four days (at 1520 minutes per day) the subject would hear a story that
incorporated all the objects; some of which would be associated with action and/or sound, which would be performed when the object's name was typed in. The child
would then select one object from each set (for a total of
six}-this choice was recorded as the child's preferential
selection. On the fifth day, each subject completed a 30
minute post-test, in which all names of the objects were
listed as free recall. In the results of the test, words with
action were more likely to be recalled, and words without
sound were more likely to be recalled. In the preferential
selection, boys were more likely to pick words with action
while girls did not do so significantly; and there was a
sound by day interaction-by the third and fourth day,
more words with sound were selected. These results are
interesting; nonmeaningful sounds (while perhaps are
entertaining-the children were more likely to select them)
are not useful for helping children retain information and,
in fact, may be detrimental to learning. Meaningful action,
on the other hand, may be useful.
In the final analysis of these various experiments, nothing has been established with certainty, but some conclusions are suggested. For instance, in the first two studies, it
was found that instructors do make a significant difference
in planetarium programs, in both the cognitive and affective domain. Presumably, some styles of delivery enhance
the learning of the audience in the planetarium, while others may negatively affect the audience. This can be true of
any teaching situation, but especially true of planetariums,
where the instructor does not have a large amount of time
to get to know the audience before the lesson or show
begins.

. .. young chi{aren are very inf{uencea 6y wliat
tliey see ana eitlier ao not pay as much attention to what they liear or are confusea or distracted 6y it ...

The studies on audio and video I"'''''~................. su~~gest
young children are very influenced
either do not pay as much attention to what
are confused or distracted by it (as in the last
scores actually dropped for those ODleCltS ....
~
sounds). Clearly, for these groups, a show
constant visualization of the
made
rator, whether the show is
or
also seem to help but it is unclear
actions help, hinder, or affect
whether visual or audio, should
directly related to the points being
erwise, the young audience will be lost.
Similarly, adults are
more from simply reading the material than
demonstrated. Older children were not included
the studies, but it may be assumed that
tend to be visually-oriented.
the
research
shown that some classes will learn as much or
classroom than in a nl~lnt:l.t-~l'·l1
this superiority of written
(Sunal, 1976; Reed &
drama of music and visuals in a planetartum
be more likely to influence the affective
Presenting visuals to
the audio is
for assisting in learning
adults
children) as well as young children.
adults are
more likely to assimilate audio and video without
cant interference in the content of either.
J " " - ' .........

.... "'"

I

' L . ..... " ....,..., ..... , . .

":lO"nU"l_

... entertainment
effect on
J{oweveli
positive.

a

So, in conclusion, the answer is yes; entertainment
have a significant effect on learning in a
show. However, that effect can be either negative or
tive-the actions and visuals can be used to
point more
or
can distract the audience
are not
related to the content of the show.
Similarly I
sounds (music, ........ '_ ........... ....,...........bI'l
are likely to distract a younger audience
learning. The style of the presenter will also have a ~10nH:'1_
cant effect on learning; hopefully, a lively and hUlmOrOtlS
presentation will have a positive effect.
It would be interesting to see more research on the
nitive and affective learning in a variety of modem
to see how automation, live delivery,
music independently affect the audience's 1'O!:ll ....n1In ....
tive to the age of the audience. With new technolclgy
innovations in the planetarium
are constantly being changed; more research needs
done to insure that these changes are for the better.

vised Events: Is a Picture Worth a IhcmSClna
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Under Roof Dome
MAPS Education Committee is considering reprinting
Roof. Dome & Sky. a highly successful collection of
projects and programs for both the planetarium and the
classroom. This book has been in constant demand
printing.
In order to determine whether a new printing
Committee would like your feedback.
in
coupon below ASAP.

?

1. Have you ever seen/read

2. Do you own a copy?
3. Will you buy a copy for a nominal charge?
Name: _________________________________________

to:
Francine Jackson
MAPS Education Committee Chair
P. O. Box 353
Phone: 401-722-5293
Providence, RI 02901
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Visu I :
Rese rch Questions and Proposals
Jeffrey L. Hunt
Waubonsie Valley High School Planetarium
2590 Route 34
Aurora, Illinois 60504

Introduction
The planetarium is a visually sophisticated arena. A
star projector alone projects thousands of stars on the
domed ceiling to simulate the night sky. Supplementary
projectors present slides and special effects, while video
projectors show laser disc, video, and computer graphics.
.-1"
Other domed theaters have
all-sky film projectors.
e 1.ntent OJ t 1.S

rrh'

h'

Yugos. Planetarians must accommodate this gap in visualization performance.
This writer's comprehension comes from many years of
experience working with groups of all ages. Planetarium
patrons appear to be visually unsophisticated. When children react in a positive fashion when seeing a beautiful
color photograph of Saturn, to what are they reacting? The
r ·
color of Saturn's clouds?
art1.C",e 1.S to review The size of the
The

·

Planetarians, as a {earnina research 0-1" visua[s
educa- shape of the
The
group, are visually sophisV
'j
color and texture of the
ticated, as many can identi- tion, summarize it, and e?(trapo{ate this system? There is no
fy all the objects in a photoresearch to explain their
graphic Messier catalog foundation into the pfanetarium.
reactions.
without delay. They can
I include some
see faint, nebulous objects through telescopes that even the pation and questions with appropriate wait times, but like
most frequent planetarium visitor cannot discern. Their other planetarians, I base my feature presentations and
museum galleries, slide libraries, and office walls are filled lessons on intuition, experience, and personal
with marvelous color photographs of the visual universe without much regard for research. Riordan
beyond. Daily they see hundreds
reviewed the various
or even thousands of images of 'Do planetarium visitors [earn better research projects
celestial objects as they present b
fi
fi
[s
Ii
classroom versus
shows to their own patrons and
Y s· owing ewer visua an S ow- lessons, participatory lessons, and
design new ones. Planetarium ing them longer?
focused research. That review
visitors are not necessarily visualshowed the many efforts to test
ly sophisticated. Most probably cannot tell the difference the significance of learning in the planetarium, but
between planets.
gaps remain in our knowledge of how visitors learn.
The intent of this article is to review learning research
When presented with a photograph of Messier 1 (Crab
Nebula), many planetarians can identify it by name, de- of visuals from education, summarize it, and a'V~-"'''''nnl
scribe it as the remnant of the supernova of 1054 A.D., and this foundation into the planetarium. Certainly,
may be able to identify the pulsar at its heart. The plane- any research is a dangerous maneuver, but I will propose
tarium visitor would probably identify M1 as little more research projects that planetarians can perform in their
than a smudge of light. S/he does not have the repertoire own theaters. I hope these ideas will facilitate discussions
of visual experiences of most planetarians. Because of the among my peers, additional articles from interested writvast gulf of visual experiences, planetarians drive visual ers, and research projects to test these proposals. With
Ferraris and most of their visitors clunk along in visual thousands of data poi,nts passing through their domes
each year, all planetarians can help construct a framework
of understanding on the use of effective visuals in the
Jeffrey Hunt has been planetarium director for Indian Prairie
planetarium.
rl1"l",tC01"OY\(""C>
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School District 204 at Waubonsie Valley High School since
1978. He is a graduate of the planetarium education program at Abrams Planetarium, Michigan State University.
He is currently a doctoral student in instructional technology at Northern
University.
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Visual Literacy
This recently coined term has entered the education literature. Many readers can probably remember
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and lasting images from movies or music videos. American political campaigns are full of neatly designed images
that portray political events in a particular manner. Nearly
all commercially-made images have intention. Visual literacy is the ability to understand the content and purpose of any

image. A visually literate person can perceive, understand, and
interpret visual messages and can actively analyze and evaluate
the visual communications they observe (Robinson, 1984). The
study of visual literacy has elements of visual design: color
shape, line, texture, pattern, perspective, point of view,
size, framing, motion, sequence, and composition, among
many others. With other techniques from cinematography,
designers create images for print, film, and electronic
media to convey desired messages.
Motion Pictures

Visual fiteracy is tlie a6ifity to understand tlie
content and purpose of any image.

Television
Exhibits

Visual literacy is important to planetarians. For example, Friedman (1980) made a case for visualizing how objects
appear from different frames of reference in the planetarium.
He used Piagetian theory to describe how planetarians can
develop lessons for visitors of varying cognitive abili~e~:
egocentric, concrete, and formal levels. He found that VISItors' many learning styles and cognitive abilities should be
accounted for during a planetarium experience, including
the visual elements.
Instructional designers rely on several building blocks
for foundation when selecting media for their courses of
instruction. One of these, Dale's Cone of Experience (Dale,
1969), figure 1 at right, categorizes methods for instruction.
Does a field trip meet the instructional objectives or will a
video tape delivered on television do a better job? A planetarium starfield provides experiences near the cone's base,
while a mediated lecture (show) is more abstract and is
higher on the cone. Experiences near the bottom of the
cone build a foundation of knowledge that helps the learner understand the abstract ideas presented at the top.

Field Trips
Demonstrations
Dramatized Experiences
Contrived Experiences
Direct, Purposeful Experiences

Figure 1. Dale's Cone of Experience

Visual Literacy Research

heart; and a color photos of a real heart.
He developed eight mediated sequences of 37 slides
each and one presentation with no graphics based on the
same learning objectives. Some of the variables he studied:
1. Method of presentation (television, slide tape, selfpaced).
2. Effect of amounts of detail in images.
3. Color versus black and white.
4. Cueing techniques (arrows, animation).

To get a broad background of the study of visual literacy, one should look to educational fields where visuals
have been studied. Francis Dwyer, Dwyer (1978) and
Dwyer (1987), of Pennsylvania State U~iversity ha~ devoted many years to researching the effectiveness of dIagrams
of the human heart. In a long-running project known as
the Program of Systematic Evaluation (PSE), he has e~alu
ated over 35,000 high school and college student subjects
with his heart diagrams and a 2,OOO-word script (Dwyer,
1987). He uses sets of eight types of diagrams to test his
hypotheses. They vary in comple~ity: sim~le black ~nd
white line drawings; simple color bne draWIngs; detaIled
black and white shaded drawings; detailed color shaded
drawings; black and white photos of a heart model; color
photos of a heart model; black and white photos of a real

After the treatment subjects participated in five tests:
terminology, identification, drawing, comprehension, and
total criterion (Dwyer, 1978).
In testing method of presentation, Dwyer found that
programmed instruction (self-paced) dominated as the
best with nearly every set of heart diagrams. He concluded
that this method was more effective because the subjects
had more time to interact with the visuals than in the
externally paced (television and slide/tape) treatments. In
astronomy education research, McLellan (1987) showed
the importance of self-pacing and interactivity with a
microcomputer and software called Sky Travel. Since the
planetarium is not a self-paced environment and hardly
interactive - especially for students having complete control as they would with a computer - planetarians need to
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look at ways to increase
to ~n·n1l"£v:>r·h S{~H-Da(~ea
achievement.
(1978) demonstrated that time is a factor. In the
slide/tape version, the presentation was 40 minutes in
length. When the same presentation was delivered on television, for only 17 minutes, the slide/tape version was
superior. This is not good news for the planetarian who
uses hundreds of slides in a one-hour feature presentation.
By showing visitors too many slides, too fast,
don't
remember what they saw. He stated, When it is found that

a learner with

that the

visualization used to complement instruction does not improve
achievement it may be a worthwhile strategy to increase the
amount of time students are permitted to interact with the
instructional unit. Specifically, show fewer visuals and
show them longer.
In the slide/tape mode, Dwyer discovered that simple
black and white line drawings were better than realistic
photographs. In this externally-paced mode, there may be
too much information in a realistic photograph for a learner to look for the desired information. Edit out the unimportant information by offering a line drawing or a simplithe
fied photograph. The type of diagram is determined
type of objective.

Animation (motion) is another cue that
gests. Several studies have been
researchers

Sing{e co{or images
s{ow pace witli
rest time are better than b{ac/(and
farse co{or pliotos.
In a study pe:rtoITnled
(1991) found
realistic color
were more
effective than black and white or non-realistic color phohe showed his test subjects a slide for 20
tos. In his
seconds. Then the
were allowed four minutes to

color
rest time are better than
images at slow pace with
black and white and false color photos.
ment. v.ol·n~lnc
that caused students to want a review so
A cue is a technique to attract attention to important
details in a visual. For a student to learn optimally from a

study for the test.

visualized presentation, he must be able to locate, attend to and
interact with

is a common .. 00"" ....... '''''·''"''
j-.-~1I" is the most cornman. Planetarians cannot
showing
the color and
tion of individual stars without
their
Y\All .....

No.1 March 1991
f

Is animation
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expense of video projectors and motion picture projectors
justified in learning gains? Research does not, yet, supply
the answer.
Dwyer (1978) and Dwyer (1987) showed that color was
an important cue in his simple line drawings and the fewer
the color cues, the better. Start (1989) showed that color
was significant, but since he tested the colors of an abstract
shape it would be unwise to extend his research to learning in a regular classroom or the planetarium. Is color
effective as a cueing agent in the planetarium? If so, how
should color be used? Research offers no artswer.
In significant cueing research (advance organizers) for
the planetarium, Walter Bissard (1979) studied four treatments of introducing terminology of The Last Question with
public program audiences. In his treatment he introduced
energy terms used in the show by subjecting visitors at
Abrams Planetarium at East Lansing, Michigan, to a slidetape introduction, a written text introduction, a live introduction or a null (no) introduction. He found that subjects
learned more about the contents of the show with an introduction than subjects who had none, and that a slide-tape
version, when properly designed, appeared best. Furthermore, he showed that different programs should be used
for different audience demographics in public shows, especially when different show times can be demographically
identified. This cueing medium should be offered to all
public program groups for taped programs. The research
is dear on this point.
Is Bissard's work the extent of cueing that is appropriate in the domed theater? Are there other ways to enhance
learning? Again, research does not supply an answer.
Facility Goals and Objectives

projection may increase attendance and re"enIUf"S.
visually literate
must
the visual Yugo to make the
um show educational.
For many years an informal
tered on the question, What if you gave a nlane1:arium
and nobody attended? The question has a

you gave a planetarium show and nobody 1JM,iO'l',~tflllr1
I (Hunt, 1991) entered the debate of the role of
etarium from a management
were intended to give Del'SDective
in their domes. Largely,
um depends on the
The institutions range from
education
those for entertainment
but the I"'n"·.....,,"..-..,..,'nrllnn}c
major planetariums across the
Forum question insisted that
mlSSlon is '-..... Ul'-'... ~ .. 'UH.
What plays in
and New York will not ne(:es~;an
fill the dome or fit the
in Peoria.
there is a blend of entertainment and education
facility. The mix
on institutional
lion. Feature shows need not be clones
facility, but the same basic elements of a show
similar,
if
are based on research.
Because of the rate at which "J."","J;;~_a
domed
every beautiful
because pla,neltanUIT1S
library may not be
have sophisticated modern audio visual
not mean that it should be used in every instance.
technology that fits the learners' needs and
ties, learning objectives,
and the u • .,ut"'UV'H
al goals.
the visual .oICl.'It"tt'I,,,nt
Planetarians, as a group, do not
of the planetarium
"'YUlee . . consideration and
planning. Obviously,
the visualized astX'cts
of astronomy,
the visualized
messages as
show.
V""UVCrvV'A.

"l"YUlU

OVlnOY'101"\r.o

How visuals are used in the planetarium depends on
the facility's goals, mission, and objectives. Distinguished
correspondents to a discussion question in the Forum column of the December 1991 issue of this publication seemed
to agree that their planetariums serve as a resource of
astronomy information - education: where to find selected objects in the night sky, teacher workshops, astronomy
shows, etc. If education is the planetarium's primary mission, shows should reflect this goal.
William Peters of the Alberta Science Centre of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, hoped for more technology: Install

Digistars, Omimaxes, Cinema 360s, fish eye slides, big screen
video. Go for the big picture. Is a multimedia blitz compatible
with an institution that is gloriously alone in its basic rolethe topic of discussion - or is it a contradiction? There is
no research in the planetarium field to suggest big screen
improves instruction. Every planetarian has an opinion
based on experience and intuition. Actually, Dwyer's
(1978) research showed that an increased size of the heart
image did not improve its effectiveness.
To be fair to Mr. Peters, large images are fun, exciting,
interesting, and entertaining; perhaps they increase the
aesthetic value of the planetarium experience. Large scale
18
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P{anetarians, as
a{

McColman (1990) ..."" . . . ,... ... Ihnrl

planetarium shows. In his

""rl,nn,<T

content, and aesthetic quality were most
Without them all of the other elements are little more than a
loose jumble of pretty pictures. This statement needs research.
The September 1991 issue of the pf()tession'
publication, The Planetarian, had several
sections, including Mobile News Network, Opening

Gibbous Gazette, Planetechnica, Forum, Scriptorium, ,,""'"'1171"'11
Roundup, President's Message, Kodalith
and
Corner. There is no mention of the
or
effective visuals in those feature columns or in the
articles.

The consideration of the aforementioned published
work is not an indictment of Messrs. Peters or McColman,
of John Mosley, The Planetarilln's editor, or the planetarium
community. It is a statement of how planetarians take for
granted the visual aspect of the domed theater. Without
visual elements planetarians might as well create audio
tapes and send them to their patrons.

technological step by giving the visual
Bissard showed that visitors can learn more if
about the important terms and concepts in a
showing a short, well-designed slide-tape
before the show. Researchers from eaUGUl()mH
shown ways to increase learning
visuals. Does that research apply to the plametarlmn

Proposed Research

References

A major intent of this article is to invite planetarians to
test some of the ideas presented here. Following are nine
proposed research questions for planetarians to consider:
1) Do planetarium visitors learn better by showing
fewer visuals and showing them longer?
2) Under which format do planetarium visitors learn
best, simple black and white line drawings, color photographs or false color photos when using the same instructionalobjectives.
3) Do planetarium visitors learn better with cues such
as labels (words), color coding of line drawings, arrows,
and lines or without cues? There is a research project for
each cue type.
4) Is animation significant for the planetarium visitor?
If animation is significant, does it need cues?
5) Is animation better than a dissolve sequence showing
the same dynamic process? If dissolve sequences are more
significant, do they need cues?
6) McColman's statement (music, soundtrack, and aesthetics are most important) should be tested. Planetarians
can create a show in the regular fashion with music, sound
effects, and spoken script. Compare the learning in a regular show with one that has music and sound effects in its
soundtrack and cued visuals and small amounts of text
projected on the dome. Use a regular show without visuals. This writer believes many patrons will reject the second type of show on cultural purposes. They expect to hear
a voice in the planetarium experience and not see photographs with words. They may accept the third type,
without visuals, but they probably expect visuals with
their shows.
7) In an all-sky movie (Omnimax, Cinema 360, etc.)
experience, do visitors learn more if visual cues are projected with slide projectors over the movie to distinguish
important points in the soundtrack or without cues?
8) Does the image size make a significant difference in
learning in the planetarium?
9) How do these factors work with visitors of various
Piagetian frames of reference?
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Before the planetarium becomes too technological,
planetarians should consider the appropriateness of the
technology with the goals and mission of the institution.
When sophisticated audio-visual technology is used, the
planetarian must help the planetarium visitor make the
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Improving Planetarium Theater
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Richard H. Shores
108 Thompson Lane - A6
Nashville, Tennessee 37211-2441
How many of you wish you could improve the quality
The criteria used for selecting replacement cables were:
of sound in your theater? Contrary to popular belief, you
don't have to have all new equipment to have good sound.
1.
Good shielding - Blocks stray electromagnetic
With tight budgets, new audio equipment is really pretty
fields from entering the auc?io signal through the
low on the priority list when compared to star lamps and
cables.
your salary.
2.
Copper conductors - prevent high
However, all hope is not lost. There is a way to improve
from taking on that "gritty' quality. Steel conducoverall quality of audio that doesn't cost an arm and a leg.
tors may be acceptable for some uses but not
The solution could be as simple as replacing the existing
audio.
wiring between audio components with high quality (but
3.
Reasonable cost.
not high cost) cable.
When I came to work at the Sudekum Planetarium, the
In the April 1982 issue of The Audio Amateur, I came
sound system was seriously ill and showing a variety of across an article entitled "Current Thoughts On Wire"
symptoms including dropouts, buzzing, humming, and Bill Ruck. In his article, Mr. Ruck recommends """'roc"' .....,.,
strident high frequencies. All these seemingly insurmount- Neglex 2534 microphone cable as a high quality, low cost
able problems often made me want to scream or gnash my cable that met all three of my criteria.
teeth to nubs.
Looking at the components in the rack, the source of the
The Mogami Neglex 2534 cable has:
Four OFHC (Oxygen Free High Conductivity)
problems was not there. None of the gear is new. In fact,
1.
copper conductors}.
most of it was bought used. But every piece is an excellent
performer. But, when I looked behind the rack, my jaw
2. A spiral OFHC copper shield.
Polyethylene insulation that doesn't shrink when
3.
dropped. The cables that connected all those expensive
boxes were cheap or poor quality, and as I soon found,
making solder connections.
many had bad solder connections. There was little or no
It's available in a variidentification on any of
ety
of colors making cable
the wiring and it looked
rrhere is a way to improve overa{{ quafity of
identification much easier.
like an Italian restaurant
audio tfiat doesn't cost an arm and a {ego %e
Constructing the
after an explosion. Then,
cables is pretty straightwhen there was a problem
so{ution cou{d be as simp{e as rep{acing the forward. Our audio gear
in the system, it was difficult, if not impossible, to
e;dsting wiring between audio components uses standard RCA and
1/4 inch mono phone
trace.
with high quality (but not nigh cost) cab {e.
plugs. Audio professionIf I was going to give
als call these unbalanced
programs, I wanted the
task of rewiring the entire sound system. After all, audio is inputs and outputs. Start by stripping the insulation off the
really half the audio-visual experience we provide. If it blue insulated wires and twist the two bare copper condoesn't sound good, who's gonna care what the show ductors together. Repeat the same procedure with the dear
looks like or what it's about. It's like a beautiful woman insulated conductors, twisting them together as well. Trim
the spiral copper shield as far back as the outer wire insuwith the voice of the Godfather.
lation and insulate it using a small piece of heat shrink tubing. This end of the cable will be used for the output from
Richard H. Shores was the Assistant Planetarium Director
an audio component. What you have now is the blue insufor the Sudekum Planetarium in Nashville, Tennessee.
lation conductors twisted together, the dear insulated conWhile awaiting placement at another facility, he continues to
ductors twisted together, and the outer spiral copper
write about the planetarium field and to assist with the proshield trimmed and insulated so it doesn't come in contact
motion of astronomy education in Nashville as a member of
with any wires on the plug once the solder work is done.
the Barnard-Seyfert Astronomical Society.
Before doing any soldering, be sure to slip the plug
cover on the cable or you'll have to unsolder the connec20
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tions and start over! On either an RCA
or 1/4 inch mono phone plug, solder
Input End
the twisted clear insulated conductors
to the center pin. Then solder the twisted blue conductors to the ground tab
on your plug. Now place the plug cover
on the plug and this end is complete.
You're ready to work on the input end
of the cable.
Now is also a good time to slip the
other plug cover onto the wire. Repeat the stripping
and twisting procedure of like colored insulated conductors, but do not trim away the outer spiral copper
shield. Twist all the fine copper strands of the outer
shield, and then twist them and the blue insulated conductors together.
As before, solder the clear insulated conductors to the
center pin and the blue insulated and spiral copper shield
combination to the ground tab. Check to be sure that the
wires soldered to the ground tab do not touch the center
pin. Place the plug cover over the completed plug, and
mark the outer insulation on the end with a black permanent marker. One cable is done. You can make as many
cables as you need, but after each of the cables are constructed, check to be sure that you have no shorts or opens
at either end on the cable. The success of this depends on
being able to make reliable solder connections. After all the
cables are finished and testing is completed, turn off all
audio gear and disconnect the old cables. Plug the output
end of a cable in to the output of an audio component such
as a preamp, CD player, or tape machine. Then plug the
input end (the on with the black mark) into an audio component that needs an input such as a preamp, power amp
or tape machine. Repeat this with all those new cables and
then turn on the audio gear.
Now listen to the music!
You should be able to notice an improvement in the
quality in your audio. If all your equipment is working
well, the sound should be more even and high frequencies

Clear Insulated Wir·
Soldered Here.

Blue Insulated
Wire and Spiral
Shield Tied
Together and
Soldered.

Insulated
Wire
Soldered
Here.
Use The
Here

will be less "gritty" and strident. Some of
most should
able to detect any change in
tIe improvement, and others may not see the
between night and day, but if you don't hear
those finely constructed cables of outstln(iing
serve you well for
to come. NIC)2:aml
cable isn't too esoteric and available from most
tronics supply houses or from Marshall
Their phone number is (213) 390-6608. Call them
a catalog. Even after all this
the
audio still needs a little
but the investment
time
and cable was well worth the effort. In
I rewired the
entire sound studio using the same cable and the sound is
much improved. I
that these new cables .............r''',...
your audio quality too.
(P .S. Special thanks goes to Kris
Sudekum Planetarium for her .nrt,'H ....
encouragement to share
tarians.)
'lnD1"TY\'ICC,'An
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(Visuals, continued from page 19)

Instruction. "

Rieber, 1. P. (1989b). "The Effects of Computer Animated
Lesson Presentation and Cognitive Practice Activities
on Adult Learning in Physical Science." Proceedings of
Selected Research Presentations at the 1989 Annual

Convention of the Association for Educational
Communications and Technology, ed. Simonson, M. and
Frey, Ames, Iowa: Iowa State University, pp 409-420.
Rieber, L.P. (1990). "Effects of Animated Visuals on
Incidental Learning and Motivation." Proceedings of

Selected Research Presentations at the 1990 Annual Convention of the Association for Educational Communications
and Technology, ed. Simonson, M. and Frey, D. Ames,
Iowa: Iowa State University.
Rieber, L.P. (1991). "A Review of Animation Research in
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Output End

Research Presentations at the 1991 Annual Convention of the
Association for
and
Technology, ed.
M. and
Iowa State University,
371-389.
Riordan, R. (1991). "Planetarium Education: A Review of
the Literature." The Planetarian, 20:3. 18-26
Robinson, R. S. (1984). "Learning to see:
Literacy Through Film." Top
the News,
1984.
Start, J. (1989). "The Best Colors for Audio-Visual Materials
for More Effective Instruction." Prc'Cet~ctil1!lS
Research Presentations at the 1989 Annual Conv(;mtiion

Association for
Technology, ed.

M. and
Iowa State University, pp 516-527.
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Robert Bonadurer, Program Associate
Minneapolis Planetarium
Friends of the Minneapolis Public Library
300 Nicollet Mall
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401
Producing a planetarium program is often the core
activity of a planetarian. Basically, three alternatives exist
in presenting public shows-child shows, adult shows, or
an offering of both types of shows. In this article, I will
suggest looking at a fourth alternative-a family oriented
planetarium show. Family shows are being done today.
However, not much has been explored as to what a family
show is all about-or why they should receive our attention in the first place.
I often think planetariums and astronomy can sell themselves. The stars are
magical, romantic.
They shine. They
intrigue. They lure.
Build a planetarium

equal importance. Both
show to succeed,
patrons
somewhat better educated.
much you can do in an hour. And it
to cram too much "space" into that hour.
Like the stars themselves, a hot astronomical
show
sell a show by itself. You can do a
Comet and draw record
but if it's not
they might forget). It's hard to Im,aglme

'Basica{Cy, three a{ternatives el(ist
shows-chi{d shows, adu{t shows,

fio

h

r

types s ws. In t is articl-e, I
fourth afternative-a fami{y

and they will come.
For this reason, Rodney Nerdahl and I at the Minneapolis Planetarium do a
live sky for every school and public show. M. Leon Knott's
excellent Focal Point "Bring Back The Planetarium" in Sky
and Telescope captures this sentiment:
We need to see more of the simple planetarium
star show. Bells and whistles aren't needed to
attract people to the majesty and grandeur of a
silent and starlit night. So let's get the public excited about the real thing. (Knott, 1991)

more challenging to the olalnetarian
Our egos demand we do it wen. We do not want
present a topic and then let the folks
home. We
to be entertaining as well as educational. We want
come back. We want them to like us. Our salaries
us at least) oelJenlO
Giving DejDDJle
concept.
these family
family show

This works for us. An in-house survey showed our
audiences' favorite part of the show was split SO/50
between the program and the live sky. But a live sky is
only half of our show. The program sits like a huge lump
of day on the other side of the fence. How am I going to
mold this day into something people will like?
Two factors determine the success of a planetarium program. First, what is to be presented-the content. And second-how the content is presented. Both factors are of

Families Start KrllOCJKU1lg on Planetarium Doors

Robert Bonadurer is the Program Associate at the Minneapolis Planetarium, where, since 1989, he has helped write,
produce, and present planetarium star shows. He was a student assistant at the University of Wisconsin-La Crosse
Planetarium where he performed similar duties. Bob also
worked as an educator at the Space Studies Institute in
Princeton, New Jersey.

To see what other
gramming, the Minneapolis Planetarium
space probes to regional and
sent public shows. Almost 60
signal.
The data received showed almost 40 velrcellt
ly audiences of 70 percent or more. Nearly, 75
they have family audiences of 50
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Some olaneltarllUnlS

re(~ognl~~ea

that audiences are
oriented. Donald

Changing attendance
indicate the need
for family
on weekends and Ii,,?'.n .....
school holidays. I suspect this is true for
planetariums. (Hall, 1990)

Collectively, planetarium public audiences surveyed are
57 percent families.
However, when asked who their public programs were
presently targeted for? Families (52%) and children (52%)
took a back seat to adults (81 %). In other words, most surveyed institutions provide adult shows that are largely
composed of families with children.
One respondent added:

might not be exciting enough or unal~~esnOle
kid? Or do you show a children's show that
cutsey for an adult?
Four alternatives exist if
nessed increased numbers of families--or if
can start attracting more families with
tarium programs.
Three of the FoUl' Alternatives

I believe visiting a museum or a planetarium is so
often a family activity, so shows should be for
families.
At the Minneapolis Planetarium, we recognized that
our public show audiences are approximately 80 percent
families. This has just been confirmed by an in-house survey. Second, our audiences prefer shows designed for families over adults and children by a five to one ratio.

The first alternative is to offer both
Indeed, many planetariums utilize this 'U',-,~a
tarian from our survey notes:

..." , ••

I don't see the need for
that great. We have different ~ __ .... _'__ _
different audiences.
Another person saw a similar

. .. our audiences prefer shows designed for
famiaes over adu{ts and chi{dren 6y a five to
one ratio.
I don't know if the wave of families is here to stay or
temporary. I've surmised the increase could be a result of
the baby boomers turning middle age, having children,
and then taking them to planetariums, wos, museums, etc.
And when the baby boomers age, will we see a decrease in
family attendance? Who knows? Regardless of the reason
for more family attendance, I think there will always be
families coming to planetariums.
Responding to Increased Family Attendance
At first, planetarium shows were fairly simple. Most
shows were live talks with a handful of slides. Most lecturers tailored their talk to the level of the audience. If the
crowd was a young school group, then all the show topics
were presented on a very basic level to accommodate the
kids. They were introductory shows exploring all the wonders and mysteries of the cosmos.
Soon after, multimedia shows were developed.
Basically, these are the adult and child shows we see
today. The adult shows served the upper elementary
through adult. Since most adults have a limited working
knowledge of astronomy, they were written at a basic
level, I would say anywhere from the 6th to 8th grade.
Thus, these adult shows could work as children in these
grades.
The child shows needed to be developed to better serve
the younger kids in the lower elementary grades. Shows
like liThe Sky Tonight", "Our Sky Family", "Max's Flying
Saucer", liThe Little Star That Could," and "Larry Cat in
Space" are all excellent examples of children shows.
But what of the increasing number families coming to
the planetarium? Do you show them an adult show that
Vol. 21, No.1, March 1991

We offer both adult and child shows,
call child "family shows." We've
increase in families
shows. We
always on the lookout for
quality
ented shows.
This option seems logical. You can offer child shows on
Saturday mornings or in the early afternoon on weekends.
And then you can offer an adult show in the late afternoon
or on weekday or weekend nights. A patron
not
complain about the "level" audience the show was
ed-unless, of course, they did not know about
ferent schedules.
The second alternative is simply to do adult shows.
Since ad ul t shows need to
to the lowest common
denominator of
of a
shows will work for young and old alike. My expe1:iellce
that many planetariums are still using this format.
ited various large planetariums around the
the years. While I've always enjoyed the
I wonder
if the many kids in the audience got much out of the show
besides the nice special effects.
My sentiments were echoed by another in our
Children are overlooked. High tech shows need
give way to more direct star talks. Special
are great but should not wag the dog.
Though another saw it differently:
I am not a big fan of targeting children. If the
ence targeted is too young, the
short of its potential, and becomes amusement
with little educational value.
The third alternative is to use child shows
shows. Many folks are already doing this. We have done it
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here in Mlnnea1POJlls.
~ro'''A7I''I""

"Max's
for us. I often think plc;m€~tarl-

use them for eX1DallQ],ng

kind of reS,POlnse

as eVlaelnC€:O

for
shows are not a
'r"> ... ' .. h

............

op1eratlons. But here

The Fourth Alternative

I see
has woven its
New star projectors c011tnlualHy
Planetariums have made use
better serve its customers (that
just getting too high anyway). But I
think technology
alone attracts the masses. People have quietly demanded
more for their educational and entertainment
Technology
can not
A family show
shows tell a
·.·n.r"h ....,nlr• .......".
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serving families.
Challenges to Trying the Fourth Alternative
I admit a family show is trying to combine the best of
both worlds. Many folks picked up on this in our survey:
Sometimes trying to please all, pleases none.

are descended from birds.
We feel these programs contain SOlmetm,ng
adults and children. They are home
but
we have limited production capabilities and cannot
this
for every show. We do not have the facilities to ...,....." ... Ir,~'l- the
shows. Someday soon, perhaps.
Others have picked up on the need for more
shows to chose from:

A need exists, but can't please all the people all the
time.

A good pre-level/family show kit is
ed.

We call our children shows-family shows.
Generally agree with your findings, but the compromise (combining adult & child) is tough to
carry off.

Don't have resources to produce
now. There is a need.

Many "school" shows written for older elementary
can be used as a family show.
A good ufamily" show may not work for an audience of 100 percent children.
What is a family show? Most of our public shows
have a general family appeal. Even though audiences are adults, they have a very limited knowledge of astronomy. This means that our shows
must play to an early common denominator.
The comment about "trying to please all, pleases none"
is crucial. We struggle with it constantly, but still feel family shows are needed. Families are our market. They need
to be served as best we can.
Searching for the Fourth Alternative
When we started looking outside for a family show, few
were to be found. Adult type shows were plenty. While
some were easy to understand and well written, we felt
they lacked much appeal to families. As mentioned, child
shows were used such as "Max's Flying Saucer." These
type of shows can and do work as family shows. Still, we
felt they might be "too" child oriented and leave little for
adults. We face this dilemma now in deciding to run liThe
Little Star That Could" this spring (though we think it will
do well).
"Planet Trek" and "Dinosaurs in the Dark of Night" are
two family shows the Minneapolis Planetarium produced
to serve our audiences. They tell a story. "Planet Trek" is
about a family of aliens who visit our solar system. The
show is basically a "planets" show but contains some
interesting twists-the kids secretly plan to visit an Earth
"alien," so they need to get mom and dad out of their way.
"Dinosaurs in the Dark of Night" is about a father (who
is into astronomy) and his daughter (who loves dinosaurs). At the end the father realizes there are "dinosaur"
constellations because his daughter shows him dinosaurs
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We'd be fools not to use
our audiences are families.

shows. The bulk

Definitely a need for family planetarium
mingo
I find very few good family shows presently exist.

I have witnessed some family shows elsewhere. felt
the London Planetarium presented an excellent show in
"Solar Swoop." This show had two laser eagles come alive.
One was Aquila, an old crotchety grandfather-type
sonality who knew his way around the universe. The other
was the Eagle Nebula, a young, eager-to-Ieam-type
nality. The dialogue was educational and clever. Another
show I heard about from the Kirkpatrick Planetarium in
Oklahoma City is about a family looking to take
have
vacation on another planet, but first
"weather" forecasts.
I'm sure there are many more examples of
shows. I wish more could be listed. One
from
our survey had shows about a family
to watch meteors, a young girl getting a telescope for her
and a
boy who daydreams about places his model rocket will
take him.
I hope these shows become more and more available to
planetariums everywhere. The more to
and chose
from the more a family show may work for
urn.
Conclusions
The definitions and parameters of family shows are
vague at best. Different people have different ideas at what
the lowest grade level to target (lst, 2nd, 3rd,
6th,
7th, or 8th). Some may debate the format of storyt1elllng.
Some may like using different characters while
stories take away from the educational content.
always question the amount and form of humor in a
tarium show.
show is a
I think lacking an exact definition of a
good thing. I would hate to get bogged down on exact con-
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I
for another.

On your way to the IPS meeting in Salt Lake
stop off in
Madison and attend what promises to be one of the largest and
most exciting events in astronomy. The Universe on Display will
feature: Exhibits telescopes, instruments, observing aids, comhardware and
audio-visual ~nd educational
mallenals. me:teOlrites. and astronomical gifts; displays about the
work of
organizations; nontechnical talks on new
de\rel()l=nJlenlts in
noted astronomers; introductions
26
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Focus n
Education
John Flynn, Education Officer
The Planetarium
College Hill
Armagh
Northern Ireland, BT6l 9DB
United Kingdom
Please allow me to introduce myself. I am John Flynn,
and for my sins I am the Education Officer at the Planetarium in Armagh, Northern Ireland. John Mosley has
asked me to run a column on educational matters and I
have taken the liberty of re-using the title from past issues.
I have begun with an article about education at Armagh
but I do hope that many of you will send me further material on anything related to educational astronomy.
Material can be sent to me at the address above, or by
fax to 0861 526187. My phone number is 0861 524725.
If there appear to be mis-spellings please make allowances for the difference between American and English
spellings. I do look forward to hearing from some of you.
Thank you.

Education at Armagh Planetarium
John Flynn Education Officer
Over the last two years the Armagh Planetarium has
developed an extensive outreach programme designed to
service the needs of both pupils and teachers in the province of Northern Ireland. The programme began in 1989
when the then director Terence Murtagh (I.p.s. Past
President) obtained sponsorship to purchase a van to tour
the schools with a Planetarium Lecturer and audio visual
teaching aids. Under the acting directorship of Martin
Ratcliffe (now of the Buhl Planetarium in Pittsburgh) the
programme expanded and became a regular part of planetarium activities. The support of the current director, Dr.
Ian Griffin, coupled with a massive increase in demand
has seen it reach a level that not even the most optimistic
could have imagined.
The Astrovan with a lecturer and often a volunteer
helper visits a school free of charge for a full day. If the
school is a small one then all the pupils can be taken for a
28

full day session, or if the school is
and
demonstrations can be repeated until
'year' of pupils has been covered. The content
can
be varied to suit the needs and
of
and
pupils but would often take the form of teH:~sc()pe
strations followed by a talk illustrated with
video.
The youngest children in the primary schools
receive a fairly short and general introduction
presented in the form of a slide show. It includes
the earth taken from space to give the idea of the
planet. Children are capable of holding two
tradictory ideas in their head and often
as 'the earth' or 'the world' but when asked if
really looks like this can often reply 'no it does
occasions when
has been observed by the author on
dealing with four to six year old children.
have
The child seems to consider that many ideas
two explanations, the one that satisfies the teacher and
then the 'real' answer. When a globe is shown to the children and then followed by a slide of the earth from
it
is very satisfying to hear the gasps of amazment.
really is a globe. Perhaps the poor old teacher
something after all!
One excellent image (I think) shows an astronaut
engaged in a spacewalk from an orbiting
The
earth's atmosphere is clearly visible as a
between the earth and the blackness of space.
discussing the astronaut's spacesuit, and why he needs
even the very young children are introduced to the idea
is a
that there is no air in space and the
thin blanket surrounding our own earth. This is reinforced
by another slide of an Apollo astronaut on the lunar surface that shows a clear footprint. This can be used to stimulate discussion about conditions on the surface of
moon
and to illustrate the fact that there is no wind or rain on the
moon to disturb the footprint. Slides of rockets introduce
at a very basic level the idea of forces and what makes the
rocket move.
For the upper primary or lower secondary school children an illustrated talk on the solar system is often presented that covers the formation of first the sun and then
the planets. It is stressed that rather than simply memorising a host
statistics about the solar
it is much
more useful to get a
overview. The differences
gas
between small solid
planets and
stressed and a
guide to conditions on each
outlined. Depending on the
of the session and
attention span of the children the 'assorted debris' of the
solar system, comets, asteroids etc. can also be covered.
It is not surprising to find that in many, or indeed
is
cases the knowledge of the children about this
greater than their teacher realises.
often the children
even in
will be able to name all of the planets,
order, to the amazment of the teacher who has not
ered this in class. Perhaps this is one of the clearest
tions of the great interest children display in "'''i·....n.'''.n.~.,.,·n'

How many other subjects will children have investigated on their own initiative? I suspect they will be very few
in number. Many teachers express concern at the length of
the sessions considering anything over an hour a bit too
long for their pupils. Yet not only can the attention of a
class be held for an hour and a half (sometimes two) but
this can often be done with ease.
Another short talk looks at space travel and the uses of
space showing (hopefully) that it is one of the most beneficial and cost effective endeavours the human race has ever
indulged in. Many teachers have approached the author
after this and admitted to being converted away from the
'we waste money on space' idea to a much more rational
view of our achievements.
Due to curriculum requirements the upper end of the
secondary schools will not be teaching astronomy for two
to four years so very few Astrovan visits are given to these
groups, but that is a situation that we are confident will
change in the not too distant future.
Much of the demand for Astrovan visits has arisen
because astronomy has finally been introduced into the
new National Curriculum so that it must, by law, be
taught. Planetaria in the United Kingdom have been fighting to achieve this for over a decade, so we naturally see
this as a very great victory and you must must forgive us if
we gloat a little. More and more schools now see a visit to
the Planetarium as a major visit of their school year and
are keen to have either a preparatory visit or follow up
visit from the Astrovan.
Another consequence of astronomy in the National
Curriculum is that many teachers feel unsure of teaching
such a subject and have requested the education authorities of this province for 'In Service Training Courses'
(INSET Courses) on this subject. Naturally the Planetarium
was approached and asked to organise these courses.
So far quite a number of one-day courses have been
organised at several venues around the province, but even
better have been the two and three day courses organised
in the planetarium itself. The courses concentrate on several vital aspects of teaching astronomy:
Why bother with astronomy? We show it is an excellent cross-curricular vehicle for teaching a wide range
of subjects. It develops skills that are useful in all the
sciences. It removes many silly and potentially dangerous misconceptions and finally is a subject worthy in
itself of being taught.
2) What are the problem areas? These are often not what
the teacher initially expects and we identify many misconceptions that not only children but many adults
hold.
3) Some of the background theory is covered to make the
teacher more familiar and thus more confident.
4) Practical work is covered on ideas such as how to
teach about eclipses, phases of the moon, seasons etc.
This is done using a light source and globes of the
earth and moon. It is most important to illustrate that
1)
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by giving demonstrations in three dimensions
clearer understanding of all of the nr""'''T1r'\11~ mE~ntJionled
phenomena can be obtained rather
diagrams, the old two dimensional
5) Available resources are detailed and evaluated H1C1U(Iing what we believe (naturally) to be the
important resource for
province, the Planetarium itself.
The INSET teacher training that has been
with that planned up until May '92,
that
about 60% of the secondary schools in the
will
and
have had at least one teacher attend om~ of our
often two or more will have come. A
also
have been made on the primary schools but with three
a
times as many primary as secondary schools it
little longer to achieve the same results.
Again in response to the National Curriculum new
video show 'Journey to Earth' has been
director Ian Griffin. This looks at the earth from the
of view of a visiting alien. Why would he
to visit our solar system and what would
planet earth and more
what mankind
to it. Naturally the show is cross curricular in content and
has been very well received by pupils, teachers and
al public alike.
In our exhibition han a section has been devoted to the
theme of 'The Earth In
. Now this may
as
somewhat of a surprise, but that is also the title
the
astronorny section in the National Curriculum. I leave the
reader to guess at the content of this exhibit but it
happened to be rather similar to the astronomy secuon
the curriculum would you be very
A very interesting project we are hAC)"ltl1nl
two teachers coming to the
a three month period. They will
for visiting schools which can be sent out with the ...,.....,'U'.....,'A.~
confirmation form. The teacher can then use these materials with the children on the visit.
so
A classroom is attached to our Hall of
that pupils can be taught in a more formal manner, if
appropriate, and has already been used as a venue
our
INSET courses. The classroom facility will be
in
early '92 with the addition of further equipment.
01""'1140'\.,.,..,"""
Naturally the introduction of an Outreach
has placed an extra strain on staff but it is one
come and we do feel that this is an important role
Planetarium. We would also be very interested to hear
what all the other planetaria are
in this
and
look forward to hearing directly from them or re<:lQlng
about their activities in this column.
0
'1"'\1".....

A Useful Scale

The width of a penny held at arm's
of your arm is quite different from the average) is 9 arc:mUlutl~.
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-Keith Jonnscm

SPITZ, INC.

State-of-the-art systems for education,
entertainment and training. Spitz, Inc., a fullservice company providing hardware, software,
solutions and support to the planetarium and
Space Theatre community since 1945.
SPITZ, INC., P.O. Box 198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, PA 19317 USA

TEL: (215) 459-5200

FAX: (2

459-3830
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-

etw rk
Brought to you by and of interest to:
Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems

Sue Reynolds
Onondaga-Cortland- Madison
B.O.C.E.S. Planetarium
P.O. Box 4774
Syracuse, New York 13221 USA
It's time to start planning for the Biennial Conference of
the International Planetarium Society to be held in Salt
Lake City this coming June. Judging from the materials
received for this column, it is obvious that you possess a
wealth of experience and ideas that can be passed on to
other portable and small planetarium instructors. Please
plan to attend this international gathering. It is guaranteed
that you will learn as well as share. The hosts of this conference proclaim, " ... this conference is designed to excite
each delegate's inner spirit of exploration."
Last time mention was made of the need for developing
evaluative tools for our programs. In response to new state
directives, our planetarium staff designed the tool shown
on the next page. We hope it will measure our effectivenes~ as astronomy educators. Comments and suggestions
for Improvement are welcome.
Great New Ideas:
Gary Kratzer (43 Eucalyptus, Sulphur, Louisiana 70663
USA) would like to pass on another great addition to his
Starlab. Thank you Gary! He writes:
"I have found glow-in-the-dark paint to be quite useful
in creating special effects for the dome. The neatest one is
my glow-in-the-dark horizons. The horizons consist of
tw~-inch tall stri.ps cut from poster board. The design for a
honzon should Include things that are present in the stu?e~t's enviro~ment: Louisiana would be a flat strip (just
JokIng). LumInescent paint is available from Edmund
Scientific or just about any craft store. I have even found
the paint in a variety of colors. After the you have drawn
landscape strips and then cut them out, paint them with
about three coats of the luminescent paint. You will have
to ?ecide if a full circumference horizon is needed, or just
stnps about four feet long under each direction. After the
paint has dried, laminate the strips twice so as to greatly
strengthen them and prevent them from tearing. To deter~ne ,wher~ t~e strips go on the dome, tum on your projector s projectIon lamp with no cylinder on. Make sure the
side lamps are set low. The dome will then be illuminated
Vol. 21, No.1, March 1991

to about thirty inches above the floor. Tape or velcro the
strips to the dome where the illumination from the
tor ends. You might want to create a set of
dark direction finders too. Just cut two- or 1"nT't:>o_,u'\r'h
ters and paint them with luminescent
basefour
card
ball card shop and
holders for about 50 cents or so. Place the letters in the
card holders and
or velcro to the dome. I have found
these markers to glow continuously through a normal
class time. Have students run a
over
them to "charge" them up periodically. Even
leave
a bright light on (sun simulator) between classes and the
re-enter
horizon and markers will be charged when
the dome with the next class.
Since we are on the subject of glow-in-the-dark
can't help think of your last Planetarian tip on
light
have
pointers (we have ordered the ones for $10.95
made a few modifications as well as
color
color acetates over the head of the point for
poi~ters and reducing the voltage using
batteries
~vallable ,from Radio Shack). I have effectively used an
InexpensIve telescoping (antenna) pointer available at
office supply stores. The head is large
to cover
with masking tape and then paint with luminescent
These $2.36 pointers will work well for a pair of students
working together to point out constellations. The pointer
ext:nds out to 27.5 inches and collapses to about the size of
an Ink pen. For someone on a tight budget, these r'i"'-',,,,,,,,,,,,,
work well. I have painted them a variety of colors. I
named them uThe Fireflies" due to the fact that the dome
suddenly seems to be filled with the summertime creatures. ******Caution****** I always remind the students not
to
to poke at each other with these pointers! It is
poke someone in the eye, however, the same is true of
other pointer if a kid really wants to. I think the teacher
should issue a stern warning about horseplay each time
they would be used.
Another idea for luminescent
might
to
each student write or print, with stencils, his/her name on
an index card in luminescent paint. The students could
bring his/her name card each time a lesson is conducted in
the dome and could respond to questions
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OCM BOCES PLANETARIUM PRESENTATION EVALUATION

DATE(S) _______________________________
PROGRAM SELECTION(S) _______________________________________________
Please spend a few minutes to react to the
below
marking an "x" at the place that most closely reflects your
feelings.
Return this form to your BUILDING PRINCIPAL.
1.

The planetarium presentation was:

o
1
3
2
4
Not age appropriate at all
2.

o

4

5

4

5

1

in the program

6

7

9
10
8
Continued as is

6

7

8

9

1

Following the planetarium lesson student behaviors
(discussions, test scores, work on
ects)
indicated:

3
4
5
1
2
No retention of concepts or facts

6

7

8

9

10
mastery

The teacher guides are

1
3
4
2
o
Poor quality, of little use

5

6

7

High

8
9
10
ity, very useful

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
(COMMENTS MAY BE CONTINUED ON THE BACK)
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9

A new fascination
with the
(s)

o

s.

8
age

Following their planetarium visit student behaviors
pertaining to learning more about astronomy and space
science
(asking questions, visi
the
or drawing, etc.)
indicated:

3
1
2
No increased interest
in the topic(s)

4.

7

6

In general, the content and skills
should be:

o
1
3
2
Completely changed

3.

5

shouting!

and not

their

I'r'OSun,,,"-lJln

activities:

Boy, what a motivator!"
New Users Heard From:

George Hastings (Mathematics & Science
2401
Hartman Street, Richmond, Virginia 23221 USA or via
CompuServe #72407,22) Writes:

Welcome to the fold Miram Buckland (5 Irvine Road,
Old Greenwhich, Connecticut USA) and Brad Vietje (19 B
West Street, Winooski, Vermont 05404 USA). Both people
were very interested in what's going on with the rest of us.
I sent a list of the lessons in our files and some people to
contact as well as some sample lesson plans.

"I try to provide some follow-up activities for each
group that visits Starlab. Here (below and next
is an
example of the worksheets I send back with
who come for a program on the constellations."

A

B

C

E

E
u
co

E
I.()

.,.-

.,.-

u

,.....

u

0)

.c.
..-

C\i

E

F

G

E
(.)

E
(.)

E
(.)

E

cry

.,..,.-

co

N

D

M

u

Lri

oj

.,.-

Ol

c

Q)

....J

Ol

C

"\::

..-

(J)

.~

0

It

•

•

Front View
String lengths are shown in cm. Use black string to suspend beads.
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Starlab Follow-up

Mathematics & Science Center

Build a three dimensional model of the Big Dipper

Richmond, Virginia

Top View
Distances from front edge to string attachment hole are shown in em.

E
()
I"-

E

()
~

E
()
co

0

,.-

A

B

C

E
()

E
()

E
()
~

C\J

l()

cO

cD

~

D

E

F

Front Edge

~d

E
()
co
CV)

,.-

G

--J

punch holes in top of box as shown

The distance between holes is the same as
in this sample.
Attach beads to length of string, make sure string
longer than noted length.
Mark string A for proper length, as shown in
front view. Put string through hole A and tape
to top so that the length mark is at the top surface.
Repeat the same operation with all other
strings, B through G.

George Hastings
September 1991
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slides. Since I was
I used duct
of foul ups in the
each slide to determine ".. .... ' '....,. ..~ . .
of
to
the
ways to load a slide
is correct.
The
also comes with a
You load one slide and then
Past slides slide
into a collection area
one small problem: this slide
with glass mounted slides.
The Radmar 2204 uses a

Effects:
Here's an article
to a
that can be used in Starlab and other small
Thanks Scott!

V ......... AU."" ..

Scott A. Niskach
Hanes Planetarium
Nature Science Center
Museum Drive
Winston-Salem, North Carolina 27105
919-767-6730
inside a portable planetarium is
;:.P..-nc......l'CU effects. For the longest time, I had
wanted a
way of doing constellation overlays. The
Starlab c,,,~i-.olrn offers
cylinders
Native American Indian or H. A. Rey
ures. The
drawback is there are too many figures at
once. All those
tend to overwhelm students. I knew
there must be a better way.
On a
I telephoned
Hopkins of Joe
........ ,J; .... , ............... 'IJ; (800-543-5960) for some advice.
recommended that I contact Radmar Corporation (708-298-7980)
and that I look into their single slide, hand held model.
Upon speaking with Radmar, the salesman suggested the
Radmar 2204 illustrator
He
VlVj, ....... a.;:>

and eOllllt:loed
$125.00.
The Radmar 2204 measures 7.4"
4.0" wide, and
11.3"
It has two slots that slides can fit into. The forward slot is intended for
The rear slot ac('ents

on
into
and turn up the
outline. To move to the next constellation
out and load another
To
the Radmar 2204 rI .....
.;"...,,-y

and has

tor?
off:
That's an for now, folks.
'92 in Salt Lake
While
are there
VOUr5lelt to me so that I can learn who an
brain for some more ."" . .,"' . .<:."'1/-.
1/-"""''''ih ..... ..". in our small universe!

e
1,1992
or
larlet;;rrillm or

of skills needed to
lan.etariUltn field.

... ",,~.""1"'7

become a pI'()fe:ssiloniill
To

contact
Dr. David
Director
Buehler Planetarium
Broward COlmlnunH:v '-_V.l.n;;~.'I:
3501 SW
Florida 33314

Dennis U'\...J.latL., Chairman
V. M.
Committee
Pacific
Center
200 Second A venue North
aSI111ng:ton 98109

1992
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ever you go. Then when someone asks
unroll it, orient stand on it and
Here are some of the things I've
ence and giant human sundials,

o

conducted by

Jon U. Bell
Astronom y Director
Virginia Living Museum
N e\\l'ort News, Virginia 23601
"Opening the Dome" addresses strategies and logistics
for conducting active, aggressive real sky observation programs as adjuncts to planetarium shows.

It was four o'clock according to my guess, Since eleven feet, a
little more or less, My shadow at the time did fall, Considering
that I myself am six feet tall. - Geoffrey Chaucer, Canterbury
Tales (Parson's Prologue); AD 1390.

* The human sundial is
ticularly TV weather
and newspaper
editors.
* The portable version is much more of a
when the
they
twister game, or a
Billy, let's see if
number
get
and
"Please
Stanchions and cordons are
here.
* People invariably stand at the intersection of the
an and the base line and
to read the time
(putting
the meridian
alleviate this r.r,--.hl,01'''1(\
* The dial works a lot better when someone
'-~V'''UA' it. The rt,D11"1"'1(\~nl"nf"

There's something magical about sundials. They're so
simple,
I can't get over how well they work, once
you've messed around with longitude corrections and factored in the equation of time. Recently I created a portable
version of the giant human sundial that I'd designed for
the Virginia Living Museum a couple of years back (see A
Living Sundial", The Planetarian, Vol. 18, No.3, September
1989).
I made the portable version because I was tired of having to recn~ate lots of chalk-an-sidewalk versions of the
sundial at various places and festivals. Not only was I
using
a lot of time and chalk, I was also giving myself
backaches and leg stress from bending down and scampering around an over the place (although, toward the end
there, I wised up and chose some lucky young volunteers
for the privilege of drawing the lines.)
* Some folks will
when ........".., ..... .;.
I also had an event coming up where our museum's disthe
dial
from
vi ..... .....
play area was on grass, not concrete. I could have used ballsame
who
field lime or something, I suppose, but that seemed a lot
used for the same
messier than even I like. So all I did was take a large,
roughl y 20 foot square
piece of plastic tarpaulin
or groundcloth, and lay
Instructions
out the basic pattern on
it with canvas/cloth
Stand on the red line. placing your feet in the corspiking tape (fig. 1).
rect spot for your height (including shoes!).
Then as long as you
Stand up straight and look for your shadow on the
stay at roughly the same
ground.
latitude, you've got a
Where the shadow from the very top of your head
fairly portable sundial;
crosses a white line tells the correct time.
just fold it up and carry
it under your arm wherwhere their
1/

rt,1".,,'u£:>nf.
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Sola,- POlvered Ti,ne
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p..d
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SUNDIAL INSTRUCTIONS

p..d

Cut along solid lines, Shape TIme Dial Into a smooth semicircle, Match notches and inserts, Assemble as shown in
the small diagram,
Gnomon should point t()V./ard Polaris. which is due North
Your sundial can be used as is or as a template for
reproducing the sundial on heavier material such as
cardboard or aluminum,
Optional: Spray with plastic waterproofing compound to
make your sundial more weather resistant

;;I
n:.
~

~
~

n:.

E"

~.
~

I-~UIJIJtU·t

Tin.ellial

OJU
VJ
'.J

ows first cross a
line. We're going
How does
to extend our
lines, but unforThat sundials can tell time at all is thanks to the fact that the earth rotates.
tunately, there's
causing the sun to change its place in the sky throughout the
not enough open
A sundial measures the position of the sun in the sky
area to stretch
called a gnomon, to cast a shadow on the ground. In this "" . . . ,....
them as far 3S I'd
gnomon-it is your shadow that tells the time.
like. Once again,
Most sundial gnomons are triangular wedges that make an
an interpreter
latitude; it rises up out of the south end of the dial. which is U"~;;;'AA""U
can save the day.
earth's axis of rotation. Instead of putting the entire
on this
.. The sundial has
marked its place with a red line that runs south to north.
been a terrific
When you stand on this line in the right spot for your ........."""'..... "'.
interactive tool
head becomes even with the gnomon angle. which for this
for introducing
same as our latitude. 37° north of the earth's
concepts of day
The time that your shadow reads is probably not
what your watch
and nigh tf revreads. For one thing, sundials tell you solar
which doesn't take civil
olution and seastandards into account. There are two corrections that need to be made to
sons, analemyour watch's time: first add 6 minutes to your shadow
our ..
mas, etc., to
causes us to be 6 minutes behind Eastern
and then factor in a .,.".....
school groups.
sounding formula called "The Equation of Time."
Ask at the front
The
smartest
for a sundial interpreter!
proced ure is to
pull the teachers
What's
to one side when they first arrive, show them how the
about the sun if your shadow is
dial works, and then let them conduct a session for their
that? Is the sun ....... n. .. ",o,......
kids. (Teacher to student on dial: "So where the shad*
I
made up a mnemonic
ow frOIn the top of your head falls on the line, that's the
change
in the eOllatJlOn
time. Where would your shadow have fallen if you'd
(4/16),
Fast
been here two hours ago? Three hours from now?
'UJL<.4A.

'VA.LI". ............,'-'

u'.. 'f-o ..... "...",'"

and Fast
more
til Christmas has

The Equation of

I

Because the earth does not revolve around the sun at a constant
and because
to the horithe angle of the earth's path around the sun, the ecliptic, changes in
zon as well, the sun sometimes moves more quickly across our sky than at other times. In
order to correct for this variable, we use a formula called lithe equation
" which is
really just a table noting the differences between solar time and civil time.
After you have added six minutes to your shadow time, consult the table below and
add or subtract the number of minutes indicated for today's date:
Jan 1
Jan 15
Jan 3 0
Feb 15
Feb 28
MarlS
Mar30
Apr 15
Apr30
May 15
May30
Jun 15
Jun 30

38

add 4 minutes
add 10 minutes
add 13 minutes
add 14 minutes
add 13 minutes
add 9 minutes
add 5 minutes
no correction needed
subtract 3 minutes
subtract 4 minutes
subtract 3 minutes
no correction needed
add 3 minutes

Jul 15
Ju130
Aug 15
Aug 30
Sep 15
Sep30
Oct 15
Oct30
NavIS
Nov 30
Dec 15
Dec30

of fun!

add 4 minutes
add 6 minutes
add 4 minutes
no correction needed
subtract 5 minutes
subtract 10 minutes
subtract 14 minutes
subtract 16 minutes
subtract 15 minutes
subtract 11 minutes
subtract 5 minutes
add 2 minutes
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reassembly. The new projectors were also seen as more
difficult to repair, as the replacement of
small
in the units required extensive projector
Nonetheless, the new projector line, because
enhanced features, has generally been viewed as an
improvement in slide projector technology, and the
author, for one, has enjoyed using the Ektagraphic Ill's.

PLANETECHNICA

UJ.';:'U.;:>,:>OC1UlUJA

Richard McColman
T. C. Hooper Planetarium
Roper Mountain Science Center
504 Roper Mountain Road
Greenville, South Carolina 29615

Cycling Problems

One major weakness in the new projector
lies in the slide-ad vance mechanism. Because of certain
design peculiarities, the new Ektagraphics can, over
develop an annoying tendency to project the
slide
at
the
wrong
time.
In
fact,
these
problems
can
become
so
In the early 1980's, Eastman Kodak decided to shelve its
acute
as
to
render
the
offending
units
virtually
useless
for
long-revered line of slide projectors. The old "tried and
true" Carousel and Ektagraphic models (which had for show presentations. Some time ago, while at Gibbes Planeyears served as the mainstay in both amateur and profes- tarium, we began to experience slide-advance difficulties
sional A-V circles) were deemed obsolete by the marketing with our Ektagraphic Ill's. The first evidence of this came
and engineering experts at Kodak. The old line had under- in the form of one particular projector that, on OC(~aSlOn,
gone several changes and additions of features over time. would fail to cycle when issued an advance command
at
But it was, alas, seen by Rochester as too outmoded in our Spice Automation system. Because this
first
seemed
to
occur
around
the
same
point
in
certain
basic design layout to accommodate the growing demands
shows, we initially suspected an automation failure.
of A-V specialists for new product features.
Eventually, this
The successors
assumption
to the old Kodak
'Because of certain aesign pecufiarities, tlie new 'EkJa- to be erroneous.
slide projectors
graphics can, over time, aeve{op an annoying tenaency to While the technical
were soon introdustaff at Sky-Skan
ced and sported a
project tlie wrong sfiae at tlie wrong time. In fact, these suggested that we
stylish external
prob{ems can become so acute as to renier tlie offenaing look for loose wirappearance as well
ing in the 1"\'t"r"\'ol"·I-,..,. ..
as a number of new
virtuaffy
usefess
for
show
presentations
.
...
we
were
units
our troubleshooting
design updates inled us to
this
cluding: poweredaeterminea to fi~ the b{astea thing.
as
a
candidate
for
down tray removal,
the
problem.
a buH t-in 'homing
As sometimes happens when technical bugs
switch' for pro A-V applications, and improved cooling.
gremlin
was only intermittent in frequency,
One of the most significant changes in these projectors
extremely
difficult to track down. It seemed
came in the form of a rear-accessed 'lamp module'. This
time
we
pulled
the projector after an advance-failure, we
last feature made it possible for A-V professionals to
were
unable
to
duplicate
the anomaly on the work bench.
change a lamp without disturbing projector alignment,
Frustration
mounted
as
the
projector would foul up once
and do so almost instantly during the actual run of a show!
i~
half-a-dozen
shows
or
so,
but would hum along very
These new features (or variants of them in other projecnIcely
when
opened
up
for
inspection.
The dilemma went
tor lines) soon became industry standards. Despite the
on
for
days
without
satisfactory
resolution.
diehard Ektagraphic II devotees, Ektagraphic model Ill's

Attacking Slide Advance Problems
in the Ektagraphic III

rapidly began to replace the older units in the projection
areas of many auditoriums and planetariums.
But as time passed, and operational hours began to pile
up on the new projectors, repair technicians got the opportunity to assess the real guts of these audiovisual wonders.
The reviews were mixed. While the new models did evidence certain internal design improvements, many technicians bemoaned what they saw as a 'flimsy quality' in the
updated units. Many pointed to the extensive use of plastics in the projectors, particularly in the projector case.
Some argued that screw holes in the thermo-plastic case
would simply wear out with repeated disassembly and
Vol. 21, No. 1, March 1991

The Cruddy Contacts
After haggling with .the projector for a week or so, we
were determined to fix the blasted thing. It was nervewracking to face an audience, unsure whether their show
would run properly or not. Although we had a spare
jector to insert in the offending unit's place, it was .""'.'""'""'¥,. .
tive that we establish reliability in the primary projector to
free-up the backup in the event of any failure(s) in our
other uni ts.
During close scrutiny inside our problem projector,
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is ea
seldom excell
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-Samuel J hns

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six years
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laurels, we've
kept working.

The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer.
Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky-Skan, Inc ..
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500. FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street. London WI R 5FA Tel. 071-6290538, FAX 07 1-7344166

I~hat

is easy is

seldom excellent.

II

-Samuel Johnson

When we inaugurated SPICE Automation six years
ago, we purposely chose the hard road.
Instead of easy, but slow, BASIC, we wrote in
challenging, but lightning-quick, C.
Instead of easy, but unreliable, circuitry, we designed
noise- and phase-insensitive controllers.
Instead of easy, but wearisome, cues that work only
when executed, we came up with powerful status
output that tracks as you move.
And instead of resting on our laure/s, we've
kept working.
The result?
Video control, audio control, and new independent
flicker/flash routines that make each projector
respond like it has its own dedicated computer
Ironically, all this work on our part means easy
programming for you.
So if you want excellent shows, but haven't got
six years to spare, get SPICE.

Sky-Skan, Inc.
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060. Tel. (603) 880-8500. FJ\X (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House. 150 Regent Street London WI R 5FA Tel. 07 1-629 0538, FJ\X 071-7344166

though, a suspicious phenomenon began to catch our
attention-a 'green crud' covering some electrical contacts
crucial to the operation of the cycling mechanism.
For those experiencing the intrigue, or misfortune
(depending on your point of view), of probing the internal
guts of a Carousel or Ektagraphic slide projector, there are
three large moving parts that will immediately catch your
attention: the motor, the fan, and the camstack assembly.
Probably anyone, including a mechanical idiot, can easily
identify these first two items of interest. Of prime concern
here, though, is the cam stack assembly, which can be recognized as the large part in the projector that rotates once for
each advance of a slide. Of unsure about this, plug-in a
projector with the bottom case removed, switch it to 'fan'
and press either the 'forward' or 'reverse' buttons.) The
camstack assembly looks like a series of thin metal and
plastic disks on a rotating steel shaft, with thin spaces
between the disks. Within these spaces are molded plastic
'cams' with high and low areas which lift and lower the
metal levers that change slides and index the slide tray. A
cursory inspection will reveal that this assembly possesses
what we'll refer to as a striker pad, a tiny metal rectangle
designed to stop the rotation of the camstack each time it
hi ts a small steel L-wire (so named here because it is
shaped like a letter-ilL"). This wire is part of what Kodak
calls the 'cycle lever assembly'. With the fan running in an
opened projector (the bottom case portion of a model-III
can be lifted away after removing six Philips or Torx
screws), the interaction of the camstack and cycle lever
assemblies can be studied. When depressing the 'forward'
or 'reverse' buttons, the cycle solenoid (that fiberglass-tapewrapped cylinder inside a V-shaped steel bracket with a
plunger sticking out one end) lifts the cycle lever and its Lwire away from the camstack's striker pad- allowing the
camstack to begin its rotation. Once the 'forward' or
'reverse' button is let go, the cycle lever drops back into its
spring-loaded position. Then, as the camstack finishes one
complete rotation, the striker pad hits the cycle lever'S Lwire, stopping rotation and the cycle action. Therefore, the
striker pad and L-wire combination constitute a sort of
Hmechanical stop," determining the 'start-point' and 'endpoint' of the slide-cycling action.
Along with performing this purely mechanical function,
though, the striker pad and L-wire also serve as electrical
contacts. They are hooked up in such a way as to pass electrical current for the very same cycle solenoid which starts
the camstack rotation in the first place! Therefore, these
two parts must offer a relatively low resistance to electrical
current in order to operate the solenoid.
The 'green crud' mentioned earlier was allover the Lwire and striker pad. It seemed unlikely that this coating
would make for a low-resistance electrical pathway.
Checking the circuit with a volt-ohmmeter confirmed this
hypothesis-we were getting resistance readings varying
from about 10 to 200 ohms.
Calls to Kodak revealed that the company had recently
been plagued with numerous complaints identical with
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ours. The technical representative we spoke with "-.. . . ~/ ..."".Jl.
ed that follow-up research had discovered that the socalled 'conductive grease' used to lubricate the striker pad
and L-wire would over time, degrade into a
nonconductive green coating. This, in turn, would
the current available to the cycle solenoid. The recommended
solution was to clean the striker pad and L-wire, and relubricate them with a thin film of 'Super Lube,' a
Teflon-based lubricant in a gray tube
an
outfit located in Bohemia, New York. It turns out that this
same lubricant is currently available at Radio Shack stores
where it is sold under the name 'Lube Gel' (catalogue # 642326). Although the use of such a lubricant
cerned us (since Teflon is generally used in other ......nU' .... '_u
tions as an electrical insulator), the Kodak rep
us
that a thin film of 'Super Lube' would provide little or no
electrical resistance in this particular application.
The Problem Returns
After placing the troublesome projector back into service, we monitored its performance closely. Days,
and months went by without incident. It appeared that our
failure-to-cycle problem finally had been found and fixed.
Nearly a year went by without a slide-advance malfunction in our Ektagraphics. Then suddenly, the problem began to occur in another of our Ektagraphic Ill's, and the
unit was summarily pulled, serviced, and replaced. But
much to our dismay, the Kodak-recommended service
procedure had little or no effect on the malfunctioning
unit. At best, the projector might merely make a loud
buzzing sound (a chattering cycle solenoid) when
advance or reverse command. At worst, it would "" . . ."',.....1'"
sit there silently (except for the fan noise),
cycle.

tBut much to our dismay, the 1C,odal(-recom
mended service procedure had fitt{e or no
on the maffunctioning unit.

e

Accordingly, we again recleaned and relubed the striker
pad and L-wire in the offending projector, and watched its
performance closely. To our utter amazement and frustration, the unit showed absolutely no sign of improvement!
Suspecting that the problem was with the solenoid itself,
we again opened up the malfunctioning projector, and this
time adjusted the mechanical link between the solenoid
and the cycle lever
procedure that win often clear up
solenoid-buzzing). But repeated adjustments didn't abate
the problem. Next, we tested the rectifier diodes
feed
DC-voltage to the solenoid, and they checked out fine.
Finally, we changed out the solenoid altogether-but still
no change. Frustration was now leading to
since a recent change in our projector layout in the
tarium had temporarily left us without a spare projector at
all! We had to find a solution to the problem-and fast! To
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make matters even worse, more and more units were
experiencing the same problem. Within days, nearly half
the Ektagraphic projectors in the planetarium were
exhibiting intermittent failure-to-cycleproblems. Oddly, it
seemed that an insidious projector virus had invaded the
planetarium-and there appeared to be no way to stop it.
Even Kodak couldn't help us cure the epidemic.
Poking and Probing

Sometimes when you're stumped by a mystery, it helps
to leave it for a while to give the brain a rest. This
approach will often produce a fresh perspective when
reattacking the problem later. Unfortunately, we couldn't
afford the luxury of waiting around for some nebulous
as yet, unknown inspiration to arise and bite us on
the behind.
"Certainly someone else has had similar problems," we
thought.
Accordingly, we called Ty Bloomquist at Sky-Skan. Ty
had always been more than helpful in the past, and though
the problem wasn't with Sky-Skan's equipment, we felt it
possible that, through the grapevine, he had heard a similar story. After describing our dilemma, Ty recalled that
another Sky-Skan customer, Novins Planetarium in Toms
River, New Jersey, had experienced some Ektagraphic
troubles.
We phoned Novins Planetarium Director Eric Zimmerman. It turned out that his description of their Ektagraphic
troubles was identical with ours-and he too hadn't yet
found a fix. As the conversation progressed, we realized
that his frustration closely paralleled our own. Several of
his projectors had even been sent out to Kodak for repair,
but, in the end, came back with the same insidious gremlins. At one point in the discussion, Eric mentioned a fact
that we hadn't thought about-that the old Ektagraphic
II's had never experienced such a difficulty. While they
might rarely require solenoid or camstack-timing adjustments, the model II's were much more reliable cyclers than
their Ektagraphic III counterparts seemed to be, at least for
now.
We mulled over this very salient point. Our own experience at Gibbes had borne out Eric's assertion. Before
switching over to the Ektagraphic Ill's, our old projectors-despite their otherwise dilapidated conditions-had
never once evidenced such a cycling problem.

((Something in the basic nwae{ III aesign
must be causing the prob{em ... something
that isn't in tlie T,kJagraphic
" rrlie point
was so obvious that it had previous{y escapea
us aCtogetlier.
"Something in the basic model III design," we surmised, "must be causing the problem ... something that
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isn't in the Ektagraphic II!" The
was so obvious
it had previously escaped us altogether. With
sprinted over and retrieved one of our old Kodak
tors, and opened it up. With old and new units
side we studied them to compare their inner
The Revelation
Al though the mechanical
Ektagraphics are different in SP€~CltlC
many functional similarities. After a few
though, one thing started to become
cal pathway for the cycle mechanism on the new
was more complex than on the older unit. Instead
sessing a fixed camstack striker contact like
Ektagraphic II, the new model had a sort of
design. The Ektagraphic Ill's steel striker
just the bent end of a
lever
extends t-1H"tht"l"
down into the camstack
Whereas the Stf'f'I-'Wllrf'
striker contact on the model-II connects
""'.,I'.
r I ' ....

measuring
that is COIlne'Cted allCV'1~~1t"~
model-III. Because the pivot lever is SPI'm~~-lOlaa,ea,
not touch this secondary contact when a slide advance
reverse is in progress (the camstack is
when a slide-cycle ends, caused
the striker
the L-wire, the resulting force
the striker
end of
lever back. This makes the
press against the . .,... . . . . . , .........
assembly.
to initiate the next slide advance
reverse, the current to the
solenoid must
~
not one, but two sets of
electrical contacts.
we had cleaned and lubricated the striker
no attention to this courvvn,r'I
up to this moment we had
set of contacts.
What was the condition of the second set of contacts?
First, the
of the carnst,acK ~C':!An'hlu
ficult to examine this area when the camstack is in
rest' or
position. By
the
and then
it off .VY\'....,.,.'''rlI1
ward' button,
camstack can be
at "",.."r, .....
tion. (The secondary contacts can be accessed by rUll111lnlg
the camstack about 1/3 of a fun rotation.)
After running the cams tack around for
we
immediately spotted something-tiny blackened areas
the small secondary contact plate and on the underside of
the pivot lever, exactly where the two parts make electrical
screwcontact. Using the tip of a straight-blade
driver and a solvent-soaked cotton
we cleaned
deposits from both parts.
"Could these tiny blemishes
have been the culprit," we wondered?
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Over the next day or so we
pulled every Ektagraphic projector out of the planetarium for
inspection. Besides cleaning and
relubricating the striker pads
and L-wires in the units, we
checked the condition of their
secondary contacts. It turned
out that, without exception,
each projector with cycling
problems exhibited the tiny
sooty spots on its secondary contacts. Additionally, every properly operating unit showed little or
no evidence of secondary-contact blackening.
N ow came the acid
test. After cleaning up
the contacts in all projectors and reinstalling
them, we waited to discover whether our new
remedy had worked.
Although it seemed
likely that the culprit
finally had been found,
we already had been
frustrated too often to
assume success.
Days passed with no
mis&.'<i cycles. Still, it was
difficult to assume anything. But with each show
presented it became more
and more obvious that the
problem was fixed.

Understanding the Problem

pad & l-wire
(top view)

\

\

striker \
pad ~ \c:=--~-==------r--______

shaft

Cam t

As we discussed in our earlier
installment on corrosion and its
effects on electrical flow, any nonconductive impurities or deposits
between contacts in an electrical circuit
will essentially act like a resistor, reducing
the current flow to the component(s) drawing
that current-in this case, the cycle solenoid. As
more resistance is placed in the circuit, the less current is
available for the solenoid to lift the cycle lever assembly.
One can actually create a test of such a failure-mode by
wiring a rheostat in series with the solenoid. As mor~ resistance is dialed-in on the rheostat, the pulling-action of the
solenoid against the mechanism's return springs becomes
progressively diminished until the solenoid makes a chat-

I

(cutaway
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tering noise and fails to
in. If the resistance is
increased further, the current
until there
even
enough energy available to make the solenoid buzz.
This is exactly what
when either or both sets of
the aforementioned electrical contacts become
The problem gets aggravated even further

cycling mechanism is
controlled by the typical
automation system. Although some of the cheaper control
systems switch the 'forward' and 'reverse' current using
conventional electrical relays, the more advanced systems
use solid-state devices for this application. As the electrical
current passes through one of these, the circuit potential
drops by a couple of volts. This explains why, in such
cases, is may be possible to cycle a malfunctioning projector with the 'forward' or 'reverse' switches on the projector
itself, while the automation system can make the unit do
nothing more than buzz.
Ektagraphic Ill's generally begin to experience such
problems when they're about 4 to 5 years old, depending
upon how much they're used. (It's interesting that they
come with a three-year warrantee!) By that time, the 'conductive grease' will have fully deteriorated inside the hot
environment of the projector, and the oxides will have sufficiently accumulated on the secondary contacts inside the
camstack.
Since the conductive grease deteriorates into a rather
tough film, it is best to use a sharp knife to lightly scrape
the deposits from the striker pad and L-wire, as well as
intermittently scrubbing the parts with a cotton swab
soaked with contact cleaner or denatured alcohol. Once
clean and shiny, the contact surfaces of these parts should
be coated with a thin film of Super Lube (or Lube Gel). The
secondary contacts inside the camstack should be lightly
scraped with the point of a precision screwdriver or other
suitable instrument, and finished off with a soaked cotton
swab. It is very important to note, however, that no
lubricant whatsoever should be placed on these secondary
contacts, as they touch each other with relatively light
pressure. A coating of lubricant could, in this application,
serve as a source of resistance to electrical current. Besides,
the secondary contacts are ,not subject to the kind of
mechanical stresses and friction that are present at the
striker pad and L-wire.
Over~Anxious

Cyclers

contacted the striker
end of the previous
the camstack could
enough mechanical energy at the next fan turn-on
the L-wire out of the
to an
advance.

fitnotfier strange
p{agues the T,kjagrapfiic
the projector to
position when the fan
I.JiLlU'-IJIA.'

relieve the lever from any Ino,,",rh...,.,,,
L-wire with the second
is sw::cessj·u
end. When the
L-wire should contact the striker
On occasion, though,
assembly with "too
won't contact the striker
position. Although you can fix the ........" .... 0."""""'
the cycle lever
this is ae:unlteJly
faint of heart.
this route
disassembly of what Kodak calls
(that
metal box which contains the
camstack,
slide
and all the other
springs, etcetera that
the
You'll soon
yourself
a mass of
at the confounded
thing. In such a
we recommend
replace the entire mechanism
this
runs around $70,
find it more than worth the .".. .. ,'"'''' ..
ment in
your sanity. Besides, the mechanism
"'01"'111.·.. 0<:'

Another strange problem that occasionally plagues the
Ektagraphic III is a tendency of the projector to advance
erroneously one tray position when the fan is turned on.
This phenomenon can
pose a problem, espetRy penodicaf{y venturing into
cially in those systems
(e these rather e?(ptic, but
that tum off a projector
fan when that unit isn't you too can get the most out of
projecting a slide.
without having to suffer from their design pit/drs.
The cause of this
problem is a misaligned L-wire which is positioned so that the striker pad opto-electro-mechanical beasties, .rla,~",,'l~o
is contacted too close to its edge. Since the striker pad is tendencies toward chronic ."H"_r'"r'
tilted back a bit when contacting the L-wire, the latter has venturing into your projectors to
too can
a slight tendency to ride up the slope of the striker pad but simply-corrected
out
of
their
updated
features
without
h .." " .........
when the fan turns on <the motion is precipitated by a
their
design
pitfalls.
slight lurch in the camstack's slip-dutch). If the L-wire
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In
in his ", .....
Most of us can . . .
ria"".",

RUM

Last

1"I''\h,;j,h

conference at the

1-':;u:~O:;:1"n,O" On?" was so
to use it
this issue of FORUM.
The ....... ,,,."'.·U'I,,... I asked the
and other
was:

QeaQlOO

difference.

While
the following
moment to review the things you've done
enhance
awareness and
of the uniwell done.

*****

"'''' ........,,.. ......''''.. , class watched
vtcleo,tar)e(1 eplSOCle of "Cosmos" and the voice of Carl
anrtea out of the classroom down the
we had a
pleasant chat. We talked of old
others
and
the current state of
and high school graduates. And I took the rare
to thank him for the influence he's been on
my career.
kid off the farm with a
Two decades ago, I was a
strong interest in astronomy
little previous
ty to focus it. John Evans listened,
and
advised throughout
undergraduate years. He dusted
off the university's little-used
minor and
helped me meet its requirements. When I expressed an
interest, he arranged for me to give my first presentations
in the Buckstaff Planetarium. He served as a reference for
my first planetarium job, and his philosophy of astronomy
education, which I much
became the basis on
which I built my own.
46
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I don't think there is much doubt that
universe taSClnlatlng

~n"",i""

learning, there are probably few
a planetarium, whose routine programming can
better prepare a person to consider both the universe and
his or her place in it. Once this type of personal thought
there's no telling where it will go or how that perwill affect a
personal philosophy. Most
olametartaflS probably went through such a process. Some
patrons may come to beliefs or philosophies with which
we disagree, but
people to think more
deeply about their role in the cosmos is an
of our profession's
..., .... J;;.,u."p

now
Perfect-drop it!" And n n t..nrt·u
either.
would you risk
some
astronomer-priest who could invoke the wrath
gods?
Oh sure, there was a down-side.
ask Hsi
who blew a
court astrologers of ancient
prediction-history records that after
their initial
and made
noise to
eclipse dragon, the
went out
and Hso to visit their ancestors. But
........D'M""\""olho,.. had a
firm lock on

In much the same way,
Han about Earth and the other VWlne(:;
effect on the way
view the ,pnl~,.i1l"(llnrn,pTlt
tariums are an important outlet for the information that
leads to that cosmic perspective.
Planetariums can also play an activist role in issues
such as science illiteracy and light pollution. We have the
the public with
informato
about the way scientists find out
and about choices that need to be considthere's also an 111"'1r"\'1"'V'\1-t~Tl" role for us as an information resource for
and government bodies.
as our
age we
nl~nnnO' a new
in parenti child relationtheir children to
in their
These are just a few of the things planetaria can do for
Yes-we do have a worthwhile
Da vid Hostetter
Natural History Museum Planetarium
<:lI~",.,<yo~~a Louisiana
......... ,,..... u'V1l

"A<"101"<7

*****
You know, I
miss the good old days, when a. sky
ntCl''II'1I'''\1~at£",1I'' was
and obscenely well paid: The
occasional human sacrifice to propitiate the deities,
presiding over
agricultural festivities, the straightforward task of
observing sunrise and sunset
scratching a few cryptic lines in the dirt and saying,
boys, put that stone monolith over here-a little more
to the left, that's it; no, no, no, too far, take it to the right a
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for us; we
ancient "''''''ltrln''n
science. And I don't think our
is
don't have to
about
We
pass on. All we've got to
in an interesting fashion.
some ancient culture's
or as modern
teners who enchant first-time listeners with a tale
voracious black hole and
elusive
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pretty full.
Now that's a
worth ......... 'Lu.l!;.
V.Ben
Virginia Living Museum
Newport News, Virginia
*****
I believe that as planetarians we are in a unique position to promote a global perspective in our audiences. I
would like to see more program elements that portray our
planet as a grand and complex symphony of interwoven
systems, both physical and cultural. This can come from
discoveries by remote sensing of Earth by satellites, studies
of vegetation, ecosystems, atmospheric, weather and climate patterns, plate tectonics, examination of human history, sociology and economics. As our awareness of these
systems increases, we recognize ways in which humans fit
into and influence all Earth systems.
It is easy to become discouraged when we realize the
destruction humans have either deliberately or inadvertently wrought. A computer image of the hole in the ozone
layer, when coupled with our knowledge of the increased
risks of melanoma associated with exposure to ultraviolet
light, provides a depressing picture of the negative effect
human activity can have on life on Earth. Cranking out
greenhouse gases by our energy and industrial systems
makes warming the whole Earth and altering climate systems a possibility. These and other "bummers" such as
pollution and war, are examples of legacies that are probably not worth preserving and passing on.
A legacy that definitely is worth passing on is the
human ability to recognize such Ubummers" and correct
them. There are many efforts in the world today, in science
and other disciplines, to analyze and understand our place
in the grand scheme of things and to live more in harmony
with each other and our world. For example, the first international agreements are taking steps to end production of
ozone-depleting chemicals. The first step was the recognition that a problem existed and space science had a key
role in that recognition.

... wlii£e many liuman cuCtures and nationalities are radicaC(y different in many ways, ....
We are a£[ CooKing at tlie same s I(y and seeing
tlie same tliings.
Another concept to convey in planetarium shows is
that, while many human cultures and nationalities are radically different in many ways, there are certain fundamental similarities that we all have by virtue of being human
and living together on this planet. We are all looking at the
same sky and seeing the same things. Many cultures have
relied on calendar systems based on lunar cycles and/or
annual cycles of movements of the sun. Similarities are evident in these calendar systems because ... we're all looking
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at the same
Native American ........ ,'~ ... ,......
their timekeeping on the moon
centuries. It is exciting to learn
foreign to us and still find out that
ways familiar to us.
Surely, increasing global awareness is a
to do
passing on. A planetarium is a
v

worth

Gould
Holt Planetarium
~l·I.rIPIIPU California
*****

Creating the Legacy: A new buzzword in ed.1L1.CClltlOln
multicultural education, an
to
learning that is based upon democratic values
and seeks to foster cultural pluralism within
diverse societies. The movement is toward
equality of educational opportunity and
all
identifiable groups, particularly ethnic minorities.
Other than the sun, moon, planets and
no universally observed objects in human
People basically observe the same objects in the
but at different altitudes above the horizon. How
present people interpret these objects
environment as wen as their cultural values. _......... "71' .........
astronomical mythology of others can help us learn more
about ourselves and gain a broader
other
peoples of the Earth.
For example, how we orient the sky when we draw it
tells us much about ourselves. Because of our Western heritage, based on Mesopotamian roots, most of us
sky chart having the celestial equator and
middle of the star map. This is because, to the ancient
astrologers of the Middle East, the changes in the pm:;l U()ns
of the moon and planets were used in an att(~mlJt
find order in their unpredictable universe.
were interpreted as representing the activities
in their preparation for the events to take
But to the Chinese, the North Star was the most ,,,,,,,,,.......... ,14,,,... +
point in the sky, the Emperor of Heaven and the divine
prototype of the emperors who ruled China as dlSo ns of
Heaven." Thus the Chinese star maps are north
centered.
The constellation divisions now familiar to us in the
West are only one way to interpret the random
of stars. How we interpret what we see within
maps also tens us something about our culture.
ing a projection of Ursa Major, an astronomer
explain that the stars are part of the Ursa
cluster. However, planetarians might single out the Big
Dipper and relate a myth concerning the asterism.
Passing on the Legacy: Why not pass on the
of
other cultures with some information about that culture
while using a tone of voice that encourages ac(~er;.tmlce and
L ..... U\...A.'lA.;r;,

rtO,n01'lrl c:!

0 .... '·'1I"'\1I"11£'

(Please see Forum on

'Boor(

2?fviews

for young
viding interesting
sound thinking.
Clear Thinking is enlivened by
line
th()U2~ht··DrIOv()1<I:ng.
young people will find anlusing
In fact, this book is a natural choice for Utalented
"gifted" programs. Under the
of a
'l"iP!lIl'ht:>r
every secondary school student could benefit
book. Planetarians will be
to know
Ruchlis' case study in defective reZlsonmlg
ll

Laura L. Kyro, Production Specialist
Planetarium
5050 Oakland Avenue
S1. Louis, Missouri 63110

ogy.

The first two reviews are by James Rusk, Russell Planetarium,
Mesquite Texas.
Science vs. Religion, by Tad S. Clements, Prometheus Books, Buffalo, New York, 1990 ISBN 087975-593-8.

In 1889 the Russian writer Anton Chekhov was asked
about the conflict between religion and science. Trained as
a medical doctor, Chekhov wrote that human ignorance
was the reason for the conflict between science and religion, not the disciplines themselves.
"When a man does not understand," wrote Chekhov,
"he senses a discord within himself; he seeks the reasons
for this discord not in his own self, as he should, but outside himself, whence comes the war against what he does
not understand."
A different point of view is taken by Tad S. Clements,
an Emeritus Professor of Philosophy. According to
Professor Clements, the idea that religion and science can
be safely relegated to their own separate spheres is wrong.
He makes a case for what he calls "scientific secular
humanism" as opposed to "prescientific frameworks."
Although Clements targets all religions, he emphasizes
American Protestant sects who insist on a literal reading of
the Bible. Clements takes the literalists to task by pointing
out in great detail the scientific inaccuracies and logical
inconsistencies within the Bible. Students of the Bible will
find nothing new in the list.
Clements writes well and logically, but he tries to avoid
the fact that many men and women of science have been
and are deeply religious. Many scientists would agree
with Chekhov that any apparent conflict between science
and religion is due to human ignorance.
This book might be of some use to planetarians
involved in the creationism controversy, but I found it too
philosophical and abstract.

Clear Thinking: A Practical Introduction, by Hy
Ruchlis, Prometheus Books, Buffalo, New
1990 ISBN 0-87975-594-6.
Clear Thinking is a revision of a book originally published in 1962, and teachers should rejoice that Prometheus
Books has reissued this dassic. I know of few other books
Vol. 21, No. I, March 1991

Expectant mother to her physician: "/ don '/ get along well with Scorpios. Could you
be/ore October 2]7"

Jee Ihalmy baby is born

Figure 7.2 Belief in astrology can be very harmful for those who let Its superstitions
determine important decisions in their lives. (Drawing by Albert Samey)

Illustration from Clear

67464-470-0

Reviewed
University,

l'a~;aCjt10IJ,

Williams LOlueJg;e-nclpKlns

"''''Y'''''n.nnru has been so i-... ~ncl~Arrnt:)rI
over the last decade or so that the number of its prl:lctltl()ners has grown
Public interest has
questions about the
Only recently,
new, sensitive
detectors been able to take data about
minutes instead of hours, and the . . . n'''..'',~''''''n..:
smashers been able to recreate hints of the
ditions in the first moments of
universe.
Alan Lightman and Roberta Brawer
interviewed
from the traditional
two dozen cosmologists,
heroes, like Allan Sandage, to
newcomers now
up the field, like Margaret Gener. The '-I .... '.... "'~UJ
range from introductory ones, such as "I wanted
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with your
and ask you a little bit about
parents," to technical ones, like "What is
view
horizon problem
to
ones, such as "If
you could design the universe any
that you wanted
to, how would you do it?" We learn
childhood influences, with Allan
heir to the
Edwin
Hubble at the 200"
at Palomar Mountain (not, as
is incorrectly stated in the
to its picture, Mt.
weekPalomar, which
end, I would go down to the Franklin Institute and to the
planetarium.
Stokley, who was head of the Fels
was
early hero. That and a childhood
friend were the beginning of my interest in science."
We learn about the books that influenced these cosmologists in their
years.
available for the current CY01n.o1·~t-ll.nn

it seems to me one

to make do with the universe
what it is like."
is book

now himself a senior astronomer, remembers
Fred
one of the other
his interest was
~_'~4
Gamow's One Two Three ...
Fred
There was also
and a book
of the Sun.
Gamow's The Birth and
.... _

1/

It is interesting to learn about the childhood and
influences on these
and to OVlr1"<:>'..,.",'I,,how we can make our own
and lot""hnr1noence
The technical
of
ing the
most of the interviews, is much more
technical and therefore
knowledgeable about the field. Lightnlan
page introduction to the book,
over
cosmology. It is nicely written, but is
for those otherwise unacquainted with the
glossary at the end helps the nontechnical reader. End
notes and references make it possible to look things
~A''''''''''''.A' an
would have
Even in the
technical parts, there is much to learn about the approaches to science that the astronomers take. I especially liked
HBecause
as the
of
Wallace
actual discovery has been far more
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This
handbooks

mers and is on a fixed schedule.
The book
with a

observations. Next, Isles leads the reader on a tour through
the maze of variable star classification. This section certainly doesn't make for interesting reading, but makes sense of
an alphabet soup of star categories.
Section 3, "Techniques of Observation," was a bit disappointing. I think a beginner might be mislead into believing that estimation of star brightness by eye is a waste of
time. Isles seems to imply that the only way to fly is by
photoelectric photometry. Not so! Few have the financial
means to purchase this type of equipment. The majority of
variable star light curves are stin "eyeballed."
Section
Analysis of Variable Stars Observations,"
was also disappointing. It's not basic enough for beginners, yet not in-depth enough for the advanced. Also,
alternate sources for this material are not included in the
bibliography.
At section 5, "Variable Stars and the Amateur Astronomer," the book picks up. It contains practical information
on variable star observation and a neat chart listing variable stars which are visible to the unaided eye (there are
more than you think!).
Part 2, liThe Field Guide," is the real meat of this volume. It provides detailed maps (with reference stars),
descriptions, and explanations of 110 variables suitable for
visual observation. The information contained therein is
indispensable and not readily available elsewhere.
Were my fellow planetarians asked to recommend a
book on variable stars to a beginner, this one is not it!
There are more appropriate books on the subject out there.
Probably the best, and the most widely available, is David
Levy's Observing Variable Stars. Although Volume 8:
Variable Stars has some disappointments, its field guide is
excellent and is a must for the advanced amateur
astronomer interested in variable stars.
1/

2035: Emergency Mission to Mars, by Rodolfo
Neri, Vantage Press, New York, New York,
1990,64 pp., ISBN 0-533-08732-5.
Reviewed by Hal Donovan, McDonnell Planetarium, St.
LOUis, Missouri
Rodolfo Neri, former shuttle Atlantis crewmember, has
written a children's book in which he attempts to explain
the basics of astronomy and to look toward the future
while telling the story of three children rescuing a colony
full of scientists on Mars. Once you've read the title and
know it is written for children, you canfill in the rest yourself.
2035: Emergency Mission to Mars traces the exploits of
Brian, Jimmy, Debbie, and their intrepid dog Waldo as
they brave the rigors of space for eight months (one way)
to deliver and install an important piece of the oxygen distribution system of a Mars colony.
Although the book begins with descriptions of the primary characters' early childhood, it's difficult to assess
their ages at the time of the mission. If they are old enough
21, No. 1, March 1991

to receive training for a flight to
referred to as "children?" (I guess all that
space education back in the 1990s must have
astronomical information is clumsily inters:persed
of being smoothly integrated into the
looks into the future, which include ~ ...... ~.",l';
"space plane" -like vehicle, and life in a
interesting.

,,-JlllUJAUAli:l>Jl.i:)

n\stE~ad

........

%is booI( seems to be an
tion of clii{/ren s boot
ana foof(into tlie future.
This book seems to be an awkward combination children's book, basic astronomy lesson, and
the
future. Unfortunately, it doesn't contain
of
one
element to determine its true target audience. I'm afraid
those interested in either the astronomy or the look
and those who
will find the story line too
would swallow the story wouldn't be interested
the
other two elements.

The next two reviews are by Sharon K. Parker
UFO Abductions, A Dangerous Game,
Klass, Prometheus Books, Buffalo, New
1988, ISBN 0-87975-509-1.
UFO Abductions is the third UFO book
'ti-r' ....
avowed UFO skeptic, Philip Klass. In this book, he
the controversial subject of UFO abductions head-on
presenting interesting and little known information relating to famous abduction cases of the past
the
Betty and Barney Hill .u
and Travis Walton cases) as well as those cases
been brought to light in recent years
Whitley Strieber (Communion), Bud
and others.
In UFO Abductions, Klass presents information that
claims was intentionally suppressed or ov.~rH)Ol<~ea
UFO proponents (because it didn't support their
along with information that he obtained
his own
investigations and interviews. Throughout this
the
author examines several possible psychological and monetary motivations of UFO "abductees" and he enthusiastically points out inconsistencies and contradictions in their
stories at every opportunity, often with a touch of sarcastic
humor. While Klass' book is logically presented,
forward in its style, and appears to be fairly
is
far from being a balanced presentation. It must be remembered that Klass is a skeptic, and UFO
is as
biased against UFOs as Hopkins' book, Intruders, is biased
in favor of them.
Throughout the book, it was
that there
love lost between Klass and UFO proponents MOIDKlns
Strieber. Klass constantly questions the ~ .... uU.,'"\..<;.tU'''.IA'''
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these men specifically, and those who do UFO research in
general, citing sloppy investigative procedures, their willingness to believe abductee stories too quickly, their
tendency to influence the stories that abductees tell, and
their acceptance of polygraph tests and hypnosis sessions
conducted by untrained people under uncontrolled conditions. For example, he points out that UFO occupants are
described as being either benevolent or malevolent
depending on who is conducting the investigation.
Further, he cites several instances where people identified
as abductees have flatly denied or recanted their initial
UFO stories, yet the investigators persisted in the belief
that an abduction took place. He also comments on the
remarkable "coincidence" that the number and substance
of UFO reports tend to coincide with the releases of UFO
rela ted movies and books.
In one of the more fascinating aspects of this book, the
author explores the role that psychology plays in UFO
cases. During his investigations, Klass sought explanations
and evaluation from several psychologists. He shares these
findings with the reader along with revealing and little
known facts about several prominent UFOlogists and purported "abductees." It's information that works effectively
to shape the reader's opinion of these people's credibility.
Although Klass tried to be very matter of fact about his
accusations, I frankly, felt that the tone became a little bit
too personal at times.
I found UFO Abductions to be an "easy read" filled with
an manner of interesting tidbits and useful information.
It's also an interesting and revealing expose of the motives,
methods, and personalities of contemporary UFOlogy.
Suffice it to say that this book would be a worthy addition
to any planetarian's bookshelf, and is a must for all UFO
skeptics or people who want anti-UFO "ammunition" to
share wi th the public.

Q:

Everyone knows the universe is composed of atoms--

-but can the human mind grasp the incredible smallness of
atoms?

A:

Only with great difficulty.
If a baseball were enlarged to the size of Earth, its atoms
would be the size of grapes.

If atoms were as large as pinheads, the atoms in a
of sand would fill a one-mile cube.
One drop of water contains 100 billion billion
oxygen atoms in 33 billion billion thO molecWes.

and

Science in a Nanosecond: Illustrated Answers to 100
Basic Science Questions, by James A. Haught,
Prometheus Books, Buffalo, New York, 1990
ISBN 0-87975-637-3.
The author of Science in a Nanosecond, a journalist by
trade, developed this book after having been asked various
science questions by his children as they were growing up.
It consists of 110 pages of black and white illustrations,
accompanied by brief, explanatory text. The questions
cover basic subjects within the fields of astronomy,
physics, geology, meteorology, and chemistry. The idea
behind the book is that good pictures can teach science in a
nanosecond.
Does the idea work? Well, that depends. When I first
picked up this book I put on my "science educator's hat"
and tried to look at it from the standpoint of a person who
had some basic science questions and wanted satisfying
answers. What I found were answers that were overly simplified to fit the format of the book. I saw my imaginary
reader becoming intellectually dissatisfied with each new
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Illustrations from Science in a Nanosecond
(and often incomplete) explanation because it led to new
questions that were not be addressed, or because
illustration just didn't work well to explain the
I
prey to common
also saw my reader occasionally
misconceptions because this book sometimes sacrificed scientific accuracy and thoroughness for the sake of
ing a streamlined explanation and! or a simple illustration.
IIOK," I thought, still wearing my educator's
Uwho
could benefit from this book?" If
have little science
background, this book probably wouldn't be too
This is because the answers and sometimes, even the
tions themselves, assume a degree of scientific understanding that novices just don't have.
if
reader with some science background,
in da:n2'E~rOl
ritory. You know enough for the book to be
may not know enough to avoid the
of ~.~~~.........."'..."
tion or the seductions of ......""" ...'4=." ....

read this book and feel perfectly satisfied that you understood a phenomenon, when in reality, you understood
very little. If, on the other hand, you are a reader with a
basic grasp of high school science concepts, and could use
a quick and painless refresher, then this could be just the
book you need.
Basically, I found Science in a Nanosecond to be an interesting book. And, although many of the illustrations were
throwaways (they really weren't needed to explain certain
questions), some were quite inventive and came with fun
analogies. On more than one occasion, I caught myself
"borrowing" ideas!

How and Why to Make a User-Friendly Sidewalk
Telescope, John Dobson, Everything in the
Universe, San Francisco, California 94618, 165
pages, $39.95.
Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los
Angeles, California.
John Dobson (and his editor/publisher, Norman Sperling) march to their own tunes, and it would be a surprise
(and disappointment> if their collaboration had produced
a conventional, predictable, book on how to build telescopes. The reader is not disappointed.
The major portion of the book is how-to instructions
designed to " ... enable a person with reasonable ability,
and very nloderate education and finances, to complete a
sizeable and useable astronomical telescope." Perhaps no
one has taught more people to grind mirrors and build
telescopes than John Dobson, so these are instructions
from the master. He is very patient and very clear, and
although I've personally not ground a mirror and made a
telescope, I almost think I could just by following the book.
The text takes you through the steps slowly, giving friendly advice, reasons for doing the things the recommended
way, and the tolerances before running into trouble. There
are 154 dear illustrations.
Of greatest interest to planetarians who do not plan to
build a telescope is the section "Under the Sky," where we
learn how Dobson interprets the sky. He is a master, and
we can all learn from him. One of his more important principles is to use people in his analogies, to personalize
them. The audience identifies with the people, as in: " ...
through this particular telescope at 93X they saw the Sun
as if through a #14 welder's glass at 1,000,000 miles, but
that at that distance the welder's glass would evaporate in
about a minute, and shortly after so would they." For sky
interpreters, this chapter alone is worth the price of the
book.
There is also a short but very interesting biography of
this unusual man.
There are two good reasons to buy this book. You will
have a copy to read and enjoy, and you will encourage the
work of two individuals who deserve our support.
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The Meteorite and Tektite . . . .., .....",.v
Philip Bagnall, Willmann-Bell, KichmlOnd.,
ginia. 160 pages, $24.95. 1991.
Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith
Angeles, California.

Los

I suspect that most, if not all, of us who work
omy institutions have been visited by people who
suspected meteorites for identification. I'm
have access to a decent meteorite . . '-'~U,'JA.,
makes my job considerably easier, but it's still not
task. This is the sort of book that will
This handbook is oriented towards the serious collector.
The subtitle is "A Practical Guide to Their
Preservation, and Display," and that about sums it
The
largest portion of the book is devoted to the
of
meteorites and to their classification. Other sections
describe in detail how to polish and etch your S~~Cllmens,
how to display them, and-planetarians who
with the
public, take note-how to recognize them.
The book is about studying and collecting me'teolntE~s
and it focuses on this with a will. It is not about n'\t:>tt:>,~1Y'C
meteor showers, asteroids, comets, meteorite
what
happens when meteorites strike, or what killed the
dinosaurs. You get what is advertised-a handbook for
serious collectors undiluted by distractions, and this truth
to itself is the book's main strength. That
the obvious
authority of the author, who packs a very
of
experience into 160 pages. Recommended as a basic reference work.
VJl ..

Planetary Nebulae, A Practical
and
Handbook for Amateur Astronomers, Steven J.
Hynes, Willmann-Bell, Richmond,
264
pages, $24.95. 1991.
Reviewed by John Mosley,
Angeles, California.

Los

I've always had an odd sort of fascination for Dlcm€~taI'V
nebulae, largely because they're relatively ne:gle'cte~d
gets for amateur telescopes, and partly because
still poorly understood and lack glamour. This A'~J"'A~''-~
shows up in the "literature" for .... n&&l.a..i.t~le~lU~n;--Dl,:u
generally fall in the
of "miscellaneous
objects. Planetary aficionados can rejoice in
which is truly a user's guide.
The bulk of the book is a catalog of all of the planetan~s
known (or suspected) up to May of 1990-1340 '-''''I'_~~'''''
with finding charts (the "atlas") for the 253 most interestin
ing. The catalog gives 40 pages of essential
fine print (good material to be made available on ~V"A''''''''''''_.
disk), including probably as much descriptive information
as exists for the fainter objects. The charts are
with
one to four objects per page and consume 80
are not large. The charts were prepared from a 'U~lflt:>t""l
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sources that include the Palomar Sky
Magnitudes are not given for \..v ..... v,r.u.
stars, but there is a scale bar. These
only be useful as final finder charts used in
conjunction the Uranometria 2000 atlas or the
equivalent.
In addition, there is a modern explanation
of what we think we know about
nebulae and their formation, a thorough section on observing techniques, 32 pages of
detailed notes in narrative form (with a handful of photographs) on the brighter planet:afl4~S
and several cross indices.
My only criticism is that there is inadequate
cross-referencing. There is no notation in the
main catalog, for example, of which items have
finder charts in the section that follows; there
is no printed list of the charts; and it would
have been nice had the charts been acc~ornp,a
nied by the number of the page on which they
appear in the Uranometria atlas. These comments aside, this is a thorough work that will
open up these objects to people with large telescopes who are looking for new worlds to conD
quer.
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Finder chart for NGe 6742 (actual size)
from Planetary Nebulae

(Forum, continued from page 48)
understanding of the myth? Planetarium programs can, in
an informal way, help create audiences with a more global
perspective.
.
The mythology concerning the Big Dipper is a good
place to initiate multicultural education because almost
every culture in the Northern Hemisphere had some explanation for why these stars were present in the sky. Another
place where mythology of diverse cultures might be presented is in our traditional winter solstice/Christmas program. Many presentations seem to focus on a JudeoChristian interpretation, or on Anglo-Western European
legends such as the origin of the Christmas t~ee or the
hanging of the mistletoe. Almost all temperate clImate cultures have mythology concerning the longest night and the
shortest day of the year, and the need to keep the sun from
completely disappearing. Incorporate some of the more
interesting and diverse myths into your next winter solstice planetarium program!

If p{anetarians re{ate the myt!io{ogy of other
cu{tures to our auaiences ana interpret the
possib{e meanings behina tliese stories, maybe
we can ma~ a contribution in furtliering g{obat unaerstanaing ...
54

If planetarians relate the mythology of other cultures to
our audiences and interpret the possible meanings
these stories, maybe we can make a contribution in
ing global understanding and prepare our young people
for citizenship in a world filled with pluralism, interdependence and change. We can build on the legacies of other
cultures by presenting multicultural education. In so
doing, we are passing on our legacy and contributing to
world peace and understanding.
Eileen Starr
Gonzaga University
Spokane, Washington
V\..JlUAll......

*****
And speaking of Legacies, this issue concludes my tenure
as Editor of FORUM. The column and I have been together
for over four years. It's been an enriching experience for
me, and I hope for our readers as well. My thanks to all
who have contributed SQ generously to the success of the
column by taking the time to respond so thoughtfully to
the questions. I hope that others have been motivated to
contemplate the issues raised, have gained new insight into
our commonly shared problems and have applied some
solutions to their own situations. And now it's with some
sadness that I bid adieu to FORUM. The column will live
on and prosper under the guidance of Richard Shores. I
D
know he'll appreciate your continued support.
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in
Chl2'c}ang account, the
is
account. In 1991
~~" ..... t'u Pacific· Bank of Nevada. But
with the service
I'm COlI1S1'Uelrlng
in my
the time you read
dosed out the
Pacific accounts.
treasurer and the current
are authorized
'-A "_'-.R''-' , But I won't let
have
checkbook
me dinner in Salt Lake.

we will
an
current view of the treasurer, who is not a
has watched most of the
Mason
collected the milk
for his teacher in 3rd

motivate the _ . . ,.,."", .....,...
does not really fit the definition.
tax on this part of our income each year.

No. 1, March 1991

Non-U.S.

INTERNATIONAL PLANETARIUM SOCIETY
TREASURER'S REPORT
End of year 1991
Prepared by Keith H. Johnson, Treasurer
INCOME
CATEGORY
Dues (all sources)
Ad vertising
Interest
Publications
Conference
Spitz Fund
Other
Totals

ACTUAL
31819.26
6887.00
1119.03
24.00
0.00
94.00
1050.00
40993.29

BUDGET
24800.00
16000.00
1200.00
300.00
1000.00
500.00
500.00
44300.00

ACTUAL
20274.50

BUDGET
17600.00

0.00
4008.75
7800.04

10000.00
0.00
10400.00

526.70
0.00
0.00
750.00
33359.99

0.00
5500.00
1000.00
0.00
44500.00

EXPENSES
CATEGORY
Planetarian
Printing
Postage
Miscellaneous
Directory
Special Publ'ns.
Administration
Printing
Postage
Phone
Office supplies
Inst. plaques
Travel
Council expenses
Conference
Bank charges
Prof. services
Misc
Committees
New Projects
Contingency
Spitz Fund
Totals
TOT AL INCOME
TOTAL EXPENSES
NET INCOME

15754.49
3377.77
1142.24

596.67
1031.17
151.90
893.92
351.38
0.00
2029.05
2000.00
449.75
0.00
296.20

40993.29
33359.99
7633.30

BALANCE SHEET, 12/31/91
Checking, S.P.
Checking, V.B.
Money Market, S.P.
Money Market, V.B.
Retained, MCP
ASSETS,12/31/91

11287.07
1465.00
14548.53
1003.22
1.78
28305.60

Capital, 12/31/90
NetIncorne, 1991

20672.30
7633.30

CAPITAL, 12/31/91

28305.60

-Prepared 14 January 1992
Keith H. Johnson, Treasurer
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on let1terJ:lealQ
ability to bring non-IPS-member
persons to conferences (but only one vote is granted), back issues of IPS
publications, and one set of IPS membership mailing labels
per year. They also get a rather nice-looking plaque to
hang on their wall.
9. The books and membership lists are, of course, kept
on computer. Currently I still use, in spite of the opinions
of a number of friendly detractors, a version of AppleWorks souped up with a number of TimeOut and JEM
enhancements. It seems to work fine. I realize everyone on
the cutting edge uses Windows or the Mac graphic interface, but I got started with computers back in the dark ages
when you still had to be able to read.
10. I welcome suggestions, praise, and constructive
complaints. I'm not an expert at this; if I were, rd be getpaid for it! There were some bumps last year, but I
think I've ironed most things out. Thanks for your

paitleIlce in
smoother
finances, please send
Notes for Treasurer's Report:
1. The item listed under "Special Publications"
1990 Conference Proceedings. It was originally OU(lgetea
in 1990, but was actually paid in 1991.
2. The item "Retained MCP" refers to cash
former treasurer to cover postage and
involved in the transfer. People write
ing he's still the treasurer; this will
roughly the next ice age.
3. Some of the dues income shown
memberships. I sent out invoices early ....... ".PM;;....
received a significant amount in December. But
want to leave undeposited cneCKS
no reason to delay depositing them. I can still deitennirte
how much dues income was received

We deliver

sh

a
At StarTheatre Productions, we blend a thorough
knowledge of technology with a limitless imagination.
This enables us to create planetarium programs that
offer unparalleled quality and performance. For more
information about StarTheatre products and services
call us toll-free at 1.800.676.STAR.

StarTheatre Productions .:. Hartford .:. Dallas .:. SanFrancisco

21, No.1, March 1991
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PARTNERS IN EDUCATION

The Association of Astronomy Educators is
the only U.s. group exclusively dedicated to
improving astronomy education at all levels, from
kindergarten to college. Founded in 1977 as an
outgrowth of a National Science Teachers Association
task force, the Association's goal is to help our members by
disseminating activities in order to promote a quality of astronomy
~
education which will enhance the scientific literacy of our students.
~
We encourage the development and exchange of information about effective
curricula, materials, facilities, and groups as a means to enhancing the teaching of astronomy.
The AAE seeks to bring together resources and knowledge from a number of diverse groups for the
benefit of the teacher involved in astrono!ny education. Affiliation with NSTA has continued, and
the Association's annual meeting takes place in conjunction with the spring NSTA meeting, at which
AAE sponsors several workshops and sharing sessions. AAE is a co-sponsor of Astronomy Day,
and encourages other similar activities which promote astronomy education at both the national and
international level. Members receive the AAE newsletter, periodic special publications, and
announcements of regional and local astronomy activities. As of September, 1991, dues are $12.00
per year, payable to Chaz Hafey, Universe Planetarium, Science Museum of Virginia, 2500 West
Broad Street, Richmond, VA 23220.

-+
+

If you teach Astronomy, whether as a full course or part of a general science curriculum, AAE is for
you. To join, please return the attached form. Feel free to duplicate this form as needed. Astronomy
is looking up!

Please print clearly!
Yes! Sign me up for the Association of Astronomy Educators.

-+-

Namc _____________________________________________________________________________
School address ______________________________________________________

Home address ______________________________________________________________

I prefer my mailings be sent to my school _ _ my home _ _
Membership runs September through August. Yearly dues are U.s. $12.00. Canada, add $1.50 for postage, elsewhere
add $2.50 postage. Make ch~ks payable to Association for Astronomy Educators. Membership includes subscription to
our journal, ASTRONOMY EDUCATION.
Send to: Chaz Hafey, AAE Membership, Science Museum of Virginia,
2500 West Broad Street, Richmond, VA 23220, U.s.A.
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1000
Donna C. Pierce
Highland Park Planetarium
4220 Emerson
Dallas, Texas 75205
214-526-4800 work
214-692-9662 home
214-520-6967 fax

Society e~ists for t.he benefit of the members; not the members for
the benefit of sonety. Herbert Spencer, Principles of Ethics,
1879.
Take heart; someone reads Gibbous Gazette! My sincerest thanks to Ole J. Knudsen (The Danish Museum for
Science History Planetarium Group) for answering the
S.O.s. from the December, '91, column. Ole wrote several
suggestions that I have passed on to the appropriate people. He also reports the building phase of an II-meter
planetarium in a new museum building in Aarhus.The

museum will cover the history of the exact sciences and the history of medicine. Opening is scheduled for early September
1993! Plans for two more small planetaria in Jels and
Aalborg and a larger one in Odense are also planned! Ole
reminded me that Odense is the home of a favorite author
of mine-Hans Christian Andersen!
Wayne Wyrick (Kirkpatrick Planetarium) reports over
5,000 junior and high school students attended planetarium presentations on Engineering Day last month. The
Oklahoma Engineering Society co-sponsors this event with
local science firms. Vision of the Universe's annual art contest is currently keeping the Kirkpatrick staff busy.
Eloise Koonce (Richardson LS.D. Planetarium), chairperson for IPS Textbook Task Force, thanks Barbara Baber
(Abilene LS.D.) and Mark Sonntag (Angelo State
University) for their school textbook reviews. The committee has been working overtime!
What an excuse for down time: Richardson LS.D.
Planetarium had a bad transformer blowout so much
equipment that the facilities were down for several days.
Bet that excuse will be good for SWAP's Bent Cage Award
at their next conference!
I enjoyed the Christmas laser light photo taken by J ad<
Dunn (Ralph Mueller Planetarium) and his son Mike on
their Christmas card! Did any of you catch ABC World
News Tonight with Peter Jennings when the feature story
was about SCOLA? Jack Dunn was elated, and rightfully
so!
Is there enough room for all the IPS members, Lars? On
the west coast of Sweden the Bromans have erected two
cabins and have done most of the work themselves!
Congratulations to the new Falun Science Center due to
open this month!
I'm looking forward to viewing Voyages by C-360, Inc.,
aren't you? Just wish it was coming out at the beginning of
1992 instead of at the end.

I heard that
continues to crank
tastic art work for the upcoming Sudekum
production The Planet Patrol.. .Solar
Stakeout,
with director Kris Me Can for all the -"_'L_~'_'
Thanks to Larry Toy (Chabot College) for his
note. As Planetarian-of-the-Year Larry is our srunrumg
Gunvor and Jan-Erik Solheim (Northern
tarium) write from Tromse with another war
the planetarium went bankrupt, but "''''''''''....
sHy will take it over. The good news
grandparents the first of the year!
SpaceQuest Planetarium in ..........
Parker to the Buehler Planetarium in
Another portable (Sue "" ..
all of this??) planetarium is now " ........,,,.. ,.,,~ .....,""
Oklahoma! Kathy Marquis is looKInlg
ma tion on school shows to
Mustang, Oklahoma 73064.
Richard Shores had some
to non-member institutions.
is so
resources that are just bottled up. I would vote to have
4-1.

u.UJllaj..lvJ.JL;::)

,.rnUIIClI\;.

mailing to non-member facilities once a
or once
years to facilities in our database who aren't IPS meirnbl~r
don't have IPS members on their staff. Just a
the society would go far in possibly getting more vlanetam
and planetarians involved in IPS. New blood
wouldn't hurt,
I'm curious to how
IPS members wrote
Post with information after
S.O.S. in Gibbous
issue? I agree with Richard but would add that we
keep IPS members more informed of the services
Some IPS Task Forces are more active than others.
for another list of committees and task forces with "..,"" .......... ,,,..
people made known. It's time for action. E'nuff said.
Steven
A new IPS Task Force? In scuba
ney (Don
is now an ..... <'.~
tor after
some time in California
certifica tion!
Great h.o"......... nr
We've got to
Did the ...,....
a !-'u.......... u .....
manager?
And where oh where is
IPS Special Election
to
Robin Fields ' .........
Planetarium) and Louis Levine
Museum). The
and .......... ""' ....
Museum with lots of
drink and aaltlcrne:!
It was wonderful
Engle (retired,
in
Congratulations are in order to UALR on the "'....""""', .........
their STAR (Science Teacher Academic
~
Supervisor
Davis says STAR
Planetarium staff are looking forward to the "'...... k.,... ;&-,.
to provide this new NASA Teacher Resource
the science teachers of Arkansas.
Now is the time for you to
act in
IPS'92 in Utah. IPS needs you
ideas
bring to this international conference. So,
head for Snowbird. See you there.
...
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Roundup
Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Resort
& Conference Center
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 243-4034
fax (304) 243 4070
CompuServe 72467,2051

I would like to once again thank all of you who have
contributed to Regional Roundup in 1991. Your contributions not only make my job easier, but they allow your fellow colleagues to keep up with what is happening in the
various regions that comprise IPS.
If you are an IPS member, you may contribute anything
of a newsworthy value that you would like to pass on to
other colleagues. I welcome your input because after all,
IPS is your organization. My function is to edit and pass on
your news to others. Just send your material to me at any
of the addresses listed above before the next deadline, and
I will get it the next issue of The Planetarian. The deadline
for the next issue is Friday April 10th. Please mark your calendars accordingly.
ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH-SPEAKING PLANETARIUMS (APLF)

Mounties Band and a ",,,,,,on,ri
provided
the
The London Planetarium also hosted a recent
Patrick Moore on the Star of Bethlehem. 120
braved
the thick fog and chill to hear Patrick's less-than-orthodox
fireball
EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF
No report. Dennis ~irn01DOl110us.

ret:)re~;entatlve

GREAT LAKES PLANEIARIUM ASSOOATION
Adler

No report. Agnes Acker, representative.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS

School Planetarium on
u"'....
host for the
will be Bruce Brandle.
U' ........

No report. Ignacio Castro Pinal, representative.
BRITISH ASSOCIA nON OF PLANETARIUMS (BAP)
The Aberdeen Technical College Planetarium will be
the host of the next meeting of the British Association of
Planetariums. The hosts for the conference will be Mr.
Jardin Giddings and Mr. David Finlayson. The meeting
dates are February 28th and 29th, 1992.
The Armagh Planetarium in Northern Ireland is currently running a new interactive "green" show called
Journey to Earth, featuring greenhouse gases and the ozone
layer, as wen as a comparison with other planets. The
planetarium is also displaying new exhibits of the VOSA T,
METEOSAT and NOAA satellites.
The Jodrell Bank Science Center has opened a spectacular new display of a rotating Earth. This is an interactive
exhibit demonstrating day and night, seasons, time wnes
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resource for local teachers.
The Ohio state
Planetarium on ...
Planetarium
recently OD€~ne'O
(Ohio's largest) which features a
first).
The Fostoria
has reopened after
closed for several
planetarium director is
Michele.
The Middletown School Planetarium
Clairsville School
both in
",·g-l1l'·rI

L/A"CA""\L,"U
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and sold to other school systems out of state.
The Wisconsin meeting will be held at the University of
Wisconsin Planetarium in LaCrosse on Friday and
Saturday April 24-25, 1992. The host will be Bob Allen.
Dave DeRemer of the Horwitz Planetarium in
Waukesha reports the recent installation of a new LCD
video projector and VCR.
The results of the GLPA election of officers are as follows: President-Elect David Batch, Abrams Planetarium;
Secretary /Treasurer: David E. Parker, Tipton Planetarium;
I.P.S. Representative: Dayle Brown, Olive Township
Elementary School. At last fall's GLP A Conference, four
new "Fellows of GLP A" were awarded to the following
persons: Dayle Brown, South Bend, Indiana; David Linton,
Champaign, Illinois; Georgia Neff, Peoria, Illinois; and
Barbara Williams, Merrillville, Indiana. Each new "fellow"
has been an active member of GLP A for several years and
has made significant contributions to GLP A and/or their
own state planetarium organizations.
The 1992 GLPA Conference will be held at the St. Louis
Science Center from October 21-24, 1992. The all-new $34
million facility, which has just opened, boasts a 22S-seat
planetarium equipped with a Digistar projector, 60,000
square feet of exhibit and programming space, a separate
Omnimax Theater and Einstein's restaurant. Director John
Wharton will serve as conference host.
GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

No report. Bruce Daniel, representative.
MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM SOCIETY
(MAPS)

IMPORTANT NOTICE!! The dates for the 1992 Middle
Atlantic Planetarium Society Conference have been changed
due to a conflict with Astronomy Day. The conference will
now be held April 29-May 2, 1992. The conference hotel
will be the Holiday Inn in Greentree, a suburb of
Pittsburgh, PA just 10 minutes from the new Carnegie
Science Center. For additional information, contact Martin
Ratcliffe, Planetarium Director or Laura Deines, Planetarium Specialist at (412) 237-3300.
The Education Committee of MAPS is considering a
reprinting of Under Roof, Dome and Sky, a highly successful collection of astronomy projects, activities and programs for both the planetarium and the classroom. The
book was published by MAPS in 1973 and has been in
great demand ever since. In order to determine whether a
new printing is viable, the committee would appreciate
your feedback. Please contact Francine Jackson, Chairman,
Maps Education Committee, P.O. BOX 353, Providence, RI
02901; (401) 722-5293, before March 15, 1992.
MAPS has also recently revamped its membership
committee and is currently in the process of implementing
several projects. A membership campaign will soon be
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undertaken to
bers. MAPS

to increase the number
has 173 members '''TlTn . . .
plane1:anumlS. The memlJersrup COI1nrnJlttee is finishing up the new mE~ml)erSn],p
new member packet. If you are interested in be(~OI1rnng
MAPS member
contact
Membership Chairman, RD I, Box
Other projects include a MAPS me~mlJership dire<~tm'V
printed proceedings of the 1991 conference
Philadelphia. All of these
will be ImpIE~m4ent:eQ
before the end of February.
Two new state planetarium
the MAPS region during 1991.
state group and the Maryland state
Jersey meeting was held at the Raritan
College Planetarium,
NJ hosted
and Lonny Buinis. Since
other mE~nng
the Robert J. Novins
Toms
by Eric Zimmerman and at the New
Planetarium, Trenton, NJ hosted
Richard
Schwartz. The next
will
held at the
High School Planetarium hosted
The
state
group met
Fredrick
School Earth and
Laboratory on October 14th hosted
Jeff Grills. The next
of the
group win be on October
1992 at
Planetarium in Bel Air, MD hosted
For addi tional
call
Bowman at (301) 694-1462.
The Dreyfuss Planetarium of the Newark
Newark, NJ recently
after extensive
The Minolta MS-S instrument underwent some
repair and a new
was installed.
Ted Williams, a
has been
to
Methacton School District Planetarium in I'I..lro, ..... 'ci-n·urn
That
the death of IPS L"'re~S1ClLentElect
has
t"' . . '11'· ... n"..\i·h,

I

the Newark Planetarium to n.t:v'n ......''''''
director of the North Star Planetarium in North .............. ,,wick, NJ.
Don Hall of the
Planetarium in l<ocnE~stE~r
the TENTH t'rOIQUiCtlCm
Techniques "-'''-''.ll.UJ' ..,....
from
29 tnrcJu~~n
ence in Salt Lake
international
who can
events while in the U.S.A. For aac:uu.onal ntiorm,atl<on,
tact Donald Hall,
Rochester Museum and Science
1480, Rochester, NY 14603 or call
(716) 271-5935.
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NORDIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
Two new
are
to open in Sweden
in 1992. The 6.5M 36-seat Stena Nova Planetarium within
the Falun Science Center, win open on March 8th. Lars
Broman is the new director. His staff will include Garan
Back and Hans Carlson.
The 23M 325-seat Omni Theater in Stockholm will open
in October. Kjell
is the director. Tom
formerly of the Albert Einstein Planetarium at the Smithsonian Air &
Museum is also on the staff.
The Nordic Planetarium Association is
an
A
in the Planetarium course to be held at
Ransater's Science Center in the Varmland
of
Sweden during the second week in
and
the third week in
For more
contact
Per Broman at
+463130 2837 or FAX + 4631302825.

assortment of first-rate ...,....,...,.,-,.,.."
and
Pat

H7"""VC~",""'Y"C'

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
The new officers of the Pacific Planetarium Association
Baker
San

Hi-'''VV'''IPTH-'r

Panorama.

A fantastic
conference was held with the
Mountain Planetarium Association in 1-\.,("\'7£:"",...':> ..... Montana
1991.
see
Planetarium Association section for
PP A will hold a "mini
national Planetarium Conference in
Lake
The 1992 PP A fall conference will be held at the
nrY'1r'nl1n1t-u
of Southern Nevada hosted
Dale
,,-"U'AA'-J!';"'--

1he"""""'':>+''''''''''7 was clouded out for the sunset
an enorannular
on
mous amount of ........ "' .. ".
Plans are l1nr1~'T'l:A)'::"T
at the Chabot Science Center in
t-nrTnf(J'rhl of the Alexander Brest Planetarium in
Jacksonville, FL has
joined the staff.
'LI'Ml" ........... ,

PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF CANADA
No report. Ian McGregor, representative.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(RMPA)
The 1991 joint conference of the Rocky Mountain and
Pacific Planetarium Associations was held Septenlber 2529 at the Museum of the Rockies/Montana State Univerin Bozeman, Montana, hosted by the staff of the
Planetarium. More than 90 delegates from 22 states and
several countries attended.
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etarium divisions of the
former Zeiss cornp,aI contacted lrv
in the New York
Zeiss,
and Pearl Reilly of Seiler Instrument
facturing Company of St. Louis, which is an
Scientific in the United States. What I learned was

Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Montana State University
Bozeman, Montana 59717
What's new from the solar system is that we didn't
have to wait a year after all for a peek at the first true asteroid reconnoitered by a spacecraft from earth. Clever
NASA scientists, managing to excise a single picture of
tiny Gaspra from the data record of the right-on-target
Galileo, have showed us what could pass for a cousin of
Phobos and Deimos. And while they speculate about
whether Gaspra really has a regolith and how it hangs
onto it, and what the asteroid is made of, and whether it's
indeed a chip off a differentiated "mother" asteroid, we
probably will have to wait until next December to learn
more-unless Galileo and its engineer-keepers can get its
pesky main antenna unstuck.
Also, by the time this is read and if all has gone well,
the doughty Ulysses-on a decidedly faster track than
Galileo-should have had its encounter with Jupiter and
become the first spacecraft to be flung-on purpose-- significantly out of the plane of the solar system, studying the
solar environment from new perspectives as it heads for it
sun-rendezvous in 1994-95.
Important and useful stuff. But some astronomers are
taking a bigger view of things-like the structure of the
universe--as this column's second item attests. And as this
installment's first item reveals, new things are also afoot in
the structure our planetarium universes-at least as they
come out of Germany.

Where the Galaxies Are-And Other ........'....b ..' Too

One of the new products
Astronomical Society of the Pacific this
one of the largest things we know of: the Iar!;7f>-~;;;Cale
ture of the universe. Where
Galaxies Are is
minute videotape showcasing the work of Drs. ~. __._,.....__
Geller and John Huchra and the CfA Redshift
Group, who are mapping, in three
the
bution of galaxies out to 450 million light
earth-one monstrous slice at a time.
Written and narrated by Dr.
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, the
and
a brief explanation of the goals of the
mapping
underway using the 1.5 meter
scope at Mount Hopkins near Tucson, Arizona. The
gram then displays an impressive 3-D
the
"slices" of intergalactic space currently
""hr..... n' ....
the soap-bubble structure created by great .......... u ............ ...,
galaxies surrounding
voids. The climax of the
sentation is a computer-animated trip around and
through the
showing the reconstructed
terns from a variety of viewpoints.
done:
The video, which I've previewed, is very
clean and concise, with good visuals and music-an excellent way to introduce someone to current and
astronomical research. It would be a
good
for
your gift shop video shelf, although I wonder if its cost
($29.95 U.S. plus $3.00 shipping
within
U.S., $6.00 shipping and handling outside the
seem like a lot for an eight-minute videotape to our average cost-conscious gift shop client. But the
statel"lr

Zeiss Unites

Late last year, I received a press release (as you probably did; it's reprinted on the next page) announcing that
after 45 years of partition, the two Zeiss optical companies
of former East and West Germany (Jenoptik or Jena
Scientific as it is known in the United States, and Carl
Zeiss, Inc.) are being reorganized into a single corporation
called Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH. The new organization will be
located in Jena, the historic home of the 145-year-old Zeiss
organization before the partition of Germany at the end of
World War II split the company and staff into two organizations centered in Jena and in Oberkochen.
To gain some insight into what this means for the plan-
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ment indicates that the videotape is also licensed for classroom use, and this is the sort of tape that every planetarium or astronomy teacher will want to have, I think, to
insert strategically into astronomy classes. It would be perfect for such use.
Where the Galaxies Are also comes with a nontechnical
article about the mapping project written by Dr. Geller,
and an introductory bibliography on the origin and structure of the universe. It's an excellent presentation of a fascinating
in modern astronomical research, and well
worth having. For more information, contact the
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 390 Ashton A venue,
San Francisco, California 94112 U.S.A., telephone (415) 3371100, fax (415) 337-5205, or check out its 1992 catalog.
Speaking of the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
(AS.P.) and its 1992 catalog, my copy arrived too late to
get mentioned in the December issue. But if you haven't
got one, get one; it's bigger and better than ever, and

year the _r"'H:U""" finds new and
offer.
Some of the new items in the
appeared in
Lee Thomas'
and
American Indian sky m\l'tn~;;-lJOtn
recommended. Other new nt-t-,o .... 'r\,....c
of some of the best n'JL~.h'- ......
tures wi th an
Krupp's
exhaustive reference on
A

NEWS RELEASE

Thornwood. N.Y .. November 11. 1991 Precision
company Carl
once the corof a Germany
the Cold
....""?"' ....o"''''''~+.,. that country's economic uni-

has been formed to ..................................."' . .
instruments in eastern "-"'-, .. .,.............3
Carl Zeiss name. Final
c>'IT1n""'1'1
November
1991.
Carl Zeiss Oberkochen holds a
stake in the new
Carl Zeiss
whose medical and
instruments. microscopes,
projectors and other optoelectronic products win be marketed throughout the
world by the western Zeiss firm. A new stateowned company, JenopUk GmbH, holds the
remaining 49°16 interest in Carl Zeiss Jena.
Dr. Dieter Blennemann, president of Carl Zeiss,
Inc. in the U.S., notes that the Jena operation is
starting with a
"Carl Zeiss
Oberkochen plans to invest more than $140 million in the next
years to provide the Jena
with new technologies and production techIt is
that Carl Zeiss Oberkochen
of the new company
within
years,
Carl Zeiss Jena
becomes selfsupporting," he added.
Jena is the historic home of the 145-year-old
Zeiss organization. It was there in 1846 that
young Carl Zeiss founded the optical workshop
which grew to become one of the world's most
.,..n1,.,.,.r~r<::lf"in-n
..........,"''''.,''"i..,. .....
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sales .,....,.,n'o..'~rH~r;;
in the U.S.
North America

r"""'....r"'.C''"'''ni-

the
a .. v ...
tion will now have second seat
Hon to its seat in the western

<A..., ............." ' ......

new computer software packages, new children's books
and tapes, "Hugg-A-Planet" pillows (earth in two sizes
and Mars)-even earth earrings and the earth as a holiday
ornament.
To look over these, other new items, and A.S.P.'s other
slide sets, posters, videos, and merchandise, contact A.S.P.
at the address, telephone number, or fax number given
earlier.
Slides from Tersch
Tersch Enterprises, P.O. Box 1059, Colorado Springs,
Colorado 80901 U.s.A., telephone (719) 597-3603, is offering several new slide sets. A 30-slide set on the July 11,
1991 total solar eclipse, shot mostly from San Jose del
Cabo, Mexico, features a wide range of images (in color)
from beginning to end. It sells for $24 U.s.; ask for Slide Set
230.
The new Slide Set 231 includes 15 color slides documenting the June, 1991 planetary conjunctions of Venus,
Jupiter, and Mars in the evening sky, and costs $12 U.S.
Slide Set 232 is called "Magellan's Venus - Part II," and
includes 24 color and black-and-white images of the
Venusian surface as seen by Magellan's radar eye; it sells
for $11.50 U.S., and complements Tersch's first set of
Magellan images (Slide Set 228, costing $12.60 and containing 28 black-and-white images.)
Over the years, Tersch has amassed quite a collection of
slide sets, including a number on solar eclipses from as
early as 1945. Contact them for a complete list of available
sets, and ask them about their occasional sales.
Artis Music

From Govert Schilling of the Artis Planetarium in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands, comes word that music
composed specially for Artis Planetarium shows is now
available on compact disk. The CD--€ntitled Mirror of the
Universe-Music from the Artis Planetarium-is named after
one of planetarium's public shows, and contains music
from four programs presented since 1988 when the facility
opened. The music was created by Dutch composers Toon
Vieijra and Kemal Ultanur.
I've listened to the CD, and this is wonderful music.
The pieces are richly textured, often symphonic in character, and cover of wide spectrum of styles and moods. The
Artis has stuffed 29 selections on the 59-minute disc, which
means that they're all fairly short-most are between one
and three minutes in length. It makes the disk a feast for
the ear, filled with little gems.
Here's another excellent choice for your gift shop-and
even your planetarium, if you inquire first about arrangements. If you'd like a copy of Mirror of the Universe (attractively packaged with a cover picture of a Zeiss star projector in orbit above an alien world), make out a check for 30
Dutch Guilders (about $15 U.S.) payable to NMB-Bank,
Amsterdam-Centre, The Netherlands, and sent it to Mr.
21, No.1, March 1991

Adrie Warmenhoven, Artis
1000 HD Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

P.O.

Spectrum Glasses
While some people are sometimes accused of lOO'KH1lg
the world through rose-colored glasses, these
can switch to diffraction gratings and see the whole
them
trum! And several companies will
such companies have come to my attention
...or'onH ... r
One is Rainbow Symphony,
6860
#120, Reseda, California 91335 U.S.A., tele~ph~:>ne
8400, fax, (818) 708-8470, selling a
viewers." These viewers are made of
phane-like, light-diffracting material mounted
board glasses in bright, neon shades of
on and they create rainbow images of
spectral highlights to fireworks and laser
glasses have become
common at such
in recent years. But they can
educational
for demonstrating or studying the
I
when I first encountered these sorts of ~.lCll""~;;i:l
years ago at a fireworks display, that I a ....
most fun with them looking at assorted emission
absorption spectra from streetlights and
nearby.
These glasses can also be very good
especially if you're running a laser show. You can
have them imprinted with your logo, and/or the
sponsoring organizations like radio stations that
providing free or inexpensive publicity or
some sort for your event.
Rainbow Symphony's lazer viewers are available
most any quantity, and sell for 40 cents U.S.
quantities of 500, 35 cents
for 1,000, and at
discounted
for larger
Free
available depending on quantities ordered.
Rainbow Symphony also sells other
"eclipse shades," which are of similar design to the lazer
glasses, with the diffraction "lenses" replaced with
tral density 5" filters-aluminized mylar. These
are
advertised as being safe for solar and solar eclip5~
ing. Eclipse shades cost 75 cents U.S. apiece for
for
cents apiece for 1,000, and again at discounted
larger quantities.
Other novelty items carried by Rainbow
include pencils with pom poms made of strands of
diffracting material that shimmer with spectral
and
conventional pencils carrying designs that shimmer simiare
larly (say that five times in a row!). Porn pom
U.S. apiece, regular pencils, 35 cents; they are also available for imprinting. Colorful stuff, an good for pn:>motion,
with educational value depending on how you use them.
Contact the company if you're interested in more information; ask for Mark Margolis.
Another company that sent me
and sells
identical-looking rainbow-making glasses (this time called
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I/lazer shades") is American
1159 Union
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee 38104 U.s.A., telephone
(901) 272-0721, fax (901) 272-0723. They come in similar
neon shades and can also be imprinted. I didn'! receive a
price list; you can contact Andy Balogh at (800) 767-8427
for more information.
C-360 on the March
C-360, the non-profit educational film-making consortium that produced the award-winning The Space Shuttle:
An American Adventure six years ago, is roning the cameras
once again. This time, their project is a 3D-minute film entitled Voyages, a film celebrating the human spirit of explora Hon, according to a newsletter I received in early
January.
The film, slated for a late 1992
asks the "...,H,,...C.·,,,,,,
"Why does Man
and has been designated an
Official
of the United States Columbus
It will feature sequences from
aboard reconstructions of Colulnbus' three ships, a reenactment of Columbus' 1492
and scenes of 20th
shuttle launches and

A

Out since late last year a new COlml='enanlm
with our
in
U.S.: a book entlt1E~a

Planetariums & Observatories
R. L. Beck with

.'--A ........... HI'..

to
for
with 70mm or

n .. A7·nT'\·.. .;n·~'"

nl~lnc't~'I"111n"1C

35mm film
film's major sponsor.
Staff from the Russell C. Davis Planetarium in J ....... "'.:>,J... ,
v115~SlSSlpIPl, will head
the
ipation from staff from the Brevard
Planetarium in
and the Fleischmann Planetarium in
four-minute
of
early
was screened at Minolta's Administrative
Center in
last
film
and television writer Ed ward C.
sioned to write the
Shuttle: An American Adventure a
I've seen The
I'll look forward to
leagues

The number
ti yes from the
black-and-white ..... ,,-'i".. ·..

O<:'

ANew Look for
The Zeiss companies won't be the only
a new look in 1992; so win Odyssey, the children's astronomy magazine published since 1979
Kalmbach
Publishing, which also
out Astronomy.
Late last year, Odyssey changed
the puow:aUlon
rights were acquired by Cobblestone
Grove
New i-I<3n"1l1'",ch,lrD 03458 U.S.A.,
telephone (603) 924-7209, fax (603) 924-7380. Cobblestone is
a publishing firm
for young people (ages 8-14), also publishing magazines on U.s. history,
world
and world cultures. The main changes to
Odyssey
a smaller, more
size (7 by 9 inches, or about 18 by 23 cm), issues with a single theme for its
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UDlllCi:HH.)n~ exist
countries? Please
them in future columns.

Now and
I've not seen

I come across . . £'\lrnr',;ljn,u
but which
Vol.

applications and products. Some items relate to astronomy, some don't-at least not directly. But they're all interesting,and don't they say that astronomy, in a way,
encompasses all the other sciences? You never know what
somebody may find useful. Two such catalogs follow.
The first is the 1992 catalog of Arbor Scientific, P.O. Box
2750, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A., telephone (800)
367-6695, fax (313) 973-6258. The catalog contains a small
section on "earth & space," with a celestial globe and
posters and a solar system mobile we've mostly all seen
before. But what's really fascinating are the other sections--on holography and lasers and optics, electricity and
magnetism and superconductivity, the weather stations
and IItomado tube" and the colorful periodic table chart.
There's even a "super slinky" that can stretch to ten
meters; what more could you want to demonstrate wave
theory? You can obtain a copy from the above address.
The second catalog-or catalog set-comes from
Geoscience Resources, 2990 Anthony Road, Burlington,
North Carolina 27215 U.S.A., telephone (800) 742-2677, fax
(919) 227-3748. One of this company's specialties is obviously maps; the catalogs even came in an envelope made
from a topographic map of a location in Canada.
You need a map? Check with this company. They have
a whole map catalog, and half of their general catalog is
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devoted to maps, too. They have a variety of
for
countries world-wide: geological maps, topographic maps,
thematic maps, mineral maps, geophysical maps, satellite
and
image maps, raised relief maps, political maps,
travel maps, maps of terrestrial planets-this company has
maps!
Geoscience's general catalog is also a treasure chest for
earth science and astronomy. They have rock, mineral, and
fossil sets, gemstone kits, books, posters, sound filmstrips,
and videotapes on earth science, geology, space science,
and weather. They have landform puzzles; they have a
continental drift earth model with continent fragments
that can be positioned anywhere from the days of Pangaea
to today; they have celestial globes, elementary planetariums (the mechanical solar system model kind), and charts
of minerals, soils, fossils, the atmosphere, the geologic
timetable, and the periodic table of elements. They have a
lovely assortment of astronomy posters, geological models, computer software, lab equipment, binoculars, compasses, and field tools. They have map-of-the-world shower curtains and umbrellas, and an earth globe puzzle that
works like a Rubik's Cube. And of course, a wide selection
of earth globes and atlases. Call or write to the above
address, and have fun.
A mention of multi-purpose catalogs wouldn't seem
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complete without a passing mention of Edmund
Scientific's new 1992 Annual Reference Catalog for
Optics, Science, and Education." It's also filled with treasures for people like us, containing listings for Edmund
telescopes and microscopes, optical components, tools,
kits, do-dads and gee-gaws for all sorts of things scientific.
For a catalog or ordering information, contact Edmund
Scientific Company, 101 E. Gloucester Pike, Barrington,
New Jersey 08007 U.S.A., telephone (609) 573-6250 or (609)
547-3488, fax (609) 573-6295. International orders are welcome; contact Joan Costa, manager of the International
Department at the same address, telephone (609) 573-6263,
fax (609) 573-6295 (U.s. country code is 1). Edmund also
has a Far East office: contact Yoshio Tsutsumi, Vice President, Edmund Scientific Company Japan, AOI Building,
16-8, l-Chome, Shiba Daimon, Minato-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
105, telephone 03-3432-0392, fax 03-3433-3569.
U

I hope you're off to a good start in 1992. Have a pleasant spring, and until next time ... What's New?
0

IPS '92 ... "Exploration: the Role of the
Planetarium Past ... Present .... Future"
Greetings! The planetarians of Utah invite you to attend
the International Planetarium Society's biennial conference
at the Snowbird Resort and Conference Center and in Salt
Lake City. Delegates from across the U.s. and around the
world will gather from Tuesday, June 23 through Sunday,
June 28 to discuss and demonstrate new ways of expanding our horizons through paper sessions, workshops,
exhibits, and star parties.
The Snowbird Resort and Conference Center, surrounded by the beautiful Wasatch National Forest, is a short 35minute drive from downtown Salt Lake city and will serve
as the primary site for paper sessions and meetings. No
one coming to visit the Salt Lake area should miss the
majesty of the Rocky mountains. Powerful granite rock
faces accented by pines and alpine wildflowers form a picturesque sculpture around Snowbird - inviting the naturalist within us to explore and discover. For the less adventurous, the scenery provides a relaxing backdrop for leisurely
meals or conversations with colleagues in one of the center's comfortable restaurants. During two days of the conference, delegates will venture into Salt Lake City where
Hansen Planetarium will host a wide variety of star theater
presentations from delegates and sponsors. A tour of the
Evans and Sutherland facilities in University of Utah's
Research Park will treat delegates to an inside look at this
innovative company's many divisions including everyone's favorite - flight simulation.
Salt Lake City, a mid-sized metropolis nestled protectively by the Wasatch Mountains to the east a~d the mine~
aI-rich Oquirrhs Mountains to the west, prOVIdes a multItude of opportunities for the resident, the adventurer, and
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sponsored by West Chester
Institute for Cultural Studies
with Dr.
Reed
Live and study for three weeks at Oxford
while learning of the
and
astronomers in England and the ways in which astron,OITlV
has influenced culture and how culture has
the pursuit of
The course includes '-'U'~AV·"""'A
field trips to Stonehenge,
and
For more information contact: Dr. 11..:<1-,..... 1. ...., ......
Director, Institute for British Cultural ..JHA.UA.~.:>,
2284, or Dr. George
of "-"'-'''''''VJl',l
215-436-3036, at West Chester
Pn1l"u"""uh:ro:!n'lo:!

the sometimes tourist
as an IPS conference delefor
gate. There will be
conference attendees to
downtown
Salt Lake City.
malls offer a
of
and
eateries; or delegates may wish to immerse themselves in
downtown restaurants
the many diversions
and private clubs. The Utah Arts
throughout the days and into the
week, is a great chance for the art and music lover
into Utah's celebration of culture.
within walking distance of the pl(;lnE~taliUlm
interested in Mormon
may catch a choir rehearsal or tour numerous sites
and colorful
of Utah. In
ing the
IPS Conference
will be no
City
to do; the
of exciting and interesting
so
one has ~""''''''''rh
will be planning
do it all!
And don't
omy Excursion will
a rare
the legacy-rich environments of HOuPt"ll'LV4=lPn
and Canyon de
National
Chaco Culture National Historic Park.
this trip will balance
investigation and
enjoyment. The dates for the trip are
28 be sure to
space on the tour is
($100 per adult and $50 per child) in
mation on the Post-Conference Archcleo asltrolnoll1Y
sion, please call (801) 538-2104, ext. 447.
Whether it happens while
searching the night skies at a star party, '"U.~'~A .......,'''l'''
shop, or studying the ancient
of the
conference is designed to excite each
inner
of exploration. Join us for some Rocky Mountain
learning as we exchange ideas and share eX1DeIieI1Ce's,
1
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GOlD

NEW CONCEPT PLANETARIUM

for the 21 st Century

Don't just view space...experience it!
The Goto Space Experience
A totally new generation of Space Simulator
for your horizontal or tilted dome.
First installation: Fall '92
Kurashiki City, Japan

GOlD OPTICAL MFG. CO.
4-16 YAZAKICHO, FUCHU-SHI, TOKYO 183,
JAPAN TEL: 0423 (62) 5312 FAX: 0423 (61) 9571
TLX: 2832421 GOTOPT J

Alan Davenport
Planetarium, Wingate Hall
University of Maine
Orono, Maine 04469-0162

Columbus In The Planetarium
While many planetariums build programs that demonstrate
their multi-media technology, others work to maximize the educational potential lof their theaters .. a dichotomy that produces
many interesting hybrids. Since the current trends in science
education emphasize the involvement of the learner, some planetariums have specialized in participatory "shows" with great
success, One of the premier facilities in this field is the Holt
of Science, University of
Planetarium at the Lawrence
California at Berkeley. We are pleased to have Alan Gould,
Holt's assistant director, share with us an example of the participatory method applied to what has become a controversial topic
in recent months.
A script for a participatory program has a different focus
because it relies on a real-time interaction between lecturer and
audience; a situation that requires careful attention to the logic
of of the program and the anticipation variable audience
response. It is a
skill for a scriptwriter to develop and
the descriptions of these two Holt Planetarium programs provide
excellent models of participatory programming in addition to
interesting approaches to the Columbus issue and its place in the
planetarium. As Mr. Gould indicates, these two
will
be available as
of the PASS series
a valuable addition to any vlanetanum

For
Alan Gould
DeVore
Planetarium - Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
The Holt Planetarium at Lawrence Hall of Science in
Berkeley is producing two new planetarium programs,
Who Discovered America? and Astronomy of the Americas,

under grants from National Science Foundation and the
National Endowment for Humanities. The programs are
part of a larger project: 1492: Two Worlds of Science which
includes museum exhibits, a play, the two planetarium
programs and a school kit. 1492: Two Worlds of Science will
70

travel to a number of museums in the United States in
1992-93. We
deal of
reaction
and publicity from
groups for Native Americans
who view any "celebration" of the '-I"""'JiA"................... "'"H
bad
since Columbus's 'rY""""~''''C>C
tion and decimation of native
on
Dn~sentlnQ" fair and accurate historical accounts of both
worlds in 1492. To
the Americas
Na ti ve American
mention Columbus
his

Who Discovered America?
the Americas
In
the
we visit
American cultures with an eye toward how
heavens and the
of
the elements of
mals, mountains and
or
mother moon,
or stars.
who inhabit the
First, we visit the
valley of northern California. In the
are
three calendar stones. One of the stones is called the moon
stone and it has shallow holes that are used to mark the
passing nn~f>:."'·C;:
phy of
audience
shows, visitors observe and record a
basic form of calendar
and
many cultures around the world. On a handout sheet
illustration,
visitors draw succesmoon in each circle. We know about the
sive phases of
calendar stones from
Dr.
Davis
at the University of California, Berkeley. In her
Dr. Davis reconstructed the Hupa calendar It"nt:>nlnoterns and rediscovered the use of the three stones. Unfortunately, in 1970, the moon stone was stolen, much to the
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The Moon Stone

The Universe Stone

The Year Stone

Each shallow hole represents a 3
112 to 4 day interval. The eighth
position is the time of the dark (new)
moon. This moon is in the land of
the dead and is underground, below
the moon stone. The month begins
at the first thin crescent moon and is
marked in the far right shallow hole.

Shadows falling on the shallow
holes may have confirmed key
sunrise observations in the
high country. The stone is
divided into three parts
representing the Sky, the Earth
and the Underworld.

There are 13 vertical bars. The bar at far
right represents the first month after
the Winter Solstice. This month begins with
the first thin crescent moon after the Winter
Solstice. Since 12 complete lunar cycles (29
1/2 days each) is less than a solar year, a
short 13th month is used to adjust the lunar
year to the solar year. The 13th month
averages just 11 days.

shock and dismay of the villagers. It is a sacred stone, and Then, they compare their sketches with real
as such, cannot be merely replaced with another stone sim- from throughout the southwest and Mexico
ilarly carved. They pray for its return. In the program, believed to represent the supernova. One Native
images of the three stones come from archival photographs drawing contains the image of a rabbit, which cmmnn.OIU
represents the moon in southwestern
taken in the early 1900's.
A second calendar stone ... we visit severa{ ('A(ative .fli.merican cu{tures trate
..I'U
moon" which is easier
is the Year Stone; it is divided into thirteen vertical bars with an eye toward how they view the heavens most
to
than a "man in the
which represent the number
of moons observed during a and the importance of living in harmony with The Mimbres Indian
solar year (see illustration, aft the efements of nature, ...
tery (described
Robert Robbins,
opposite). The Year Stone is
used to mark the passing lunar cycles. As the Hupa knew ty of Texas) shows the rabbit moon and the star to~~etjher
wen, thirteen bars are required, since there are over 12
At our fourth site, visitors learn that the
lunar cycles in a year. The thirteenth Hupa limo nth" is a played a central role in the Mayan creation
short month. Each lunar cycle is associated certain activi- Popol Vuh. In parts of this creation story, Venus
ties and ceremonies. In the winter, men and women live sented as a ball in a ball game, as it alterrlatl21y
separately. In the spring, fishing season begins: there is an down in the east as the "morning star" and
eel run in the Trinity followed by the salmon run. In late in the west as the "evening star." The
spring, there is courtship and marriages; men and women accurate records of the cycles of Venus that
live together for the summer. There is proper time for har- have error of no more than 2 hours in 500
vesting of grains and acorns, for hunting and fishing. great misfortune that in the Spanish conquest,
Ceremonies and awareness of the cycles of sun and moon the Mayan books and records were destroyed.
keepers" who kept the records were forbidden to
help the people maintain harmony with nature.
The Hupa begin a new calendar year at the first waxing traditional language for record keeping and so
crescent moon after the winter solstice tying together the only continue to keep writings in Latin which
lunar and solar years. To determine the day of the winter from the conquerors.
Americas is
solstice, a spiritual leader, known as "world walker," has
The last site we visit in Astronomy in
the task of going up into the high mountains above the vil- Macchu Picchu in Peru. Here there are also horizon
lage and observing the rising point of the sun on the hori- ments associated with the summer and winter
u ... '''''''.
zon. On the winter solstice, the sun rises from behind Mt. Throughout the program, we illustrate the
Lassen, a small but distinct peak on the horizon. In this horizon astronomy in Native American cultures
way, the lunar calendar is reconciled with the solar cycle where the sun, moon and
rise and set.
and the people maintain harmony in annual cycles. tures have used the clockwork of the heavens to
Together, the lunar and solar cycles form the basis of the calendars. It
after
K"nynn,rti this rather .................."' .. u .... u. ...
ecological, social and ceremonial calendar of events by
which the Hupa regulate their lives.
In a second activity, visitors hang markers on the horizon to track the position of sunrise at twelve times during sacred elements, the more one can
the year. The pattern of the markers shows the yearly cycle all things.
of the sunrise positions, with the extreme points at the
summer solstice in June and the winter solstice in Who Ul;SCCJ'Velrea America?
December.
We continue to explore the Native American knowlOur other plcme'taf'lUlTI
edge of horizon astronomy at Medicine Wheel in northern We begin
Wyoming. Here, the visitors mark the sunrise and sunset question,
positions at the summer solstice which align with the stone Visitors always mention Columbus.
cairns. At over 10,000 feet elevation and snowbound in the
Who
we consider
As we
winter, Medicine Wheel is only accessible from late spring real questions and conditions that led to _VJ'''''''''''uv""""
through September. It is not surprising that there is no ages and try to
a
For Instaillce, LOIUnrlbll.S
did not prove, as many today "'0.,.0"11,0
winter solstice alignment there.
Traveling south, our third site is Chaco Canyon. Here, round. Most intelligent people
we recreate the supernova of July 5, 1054 A.D. Visitors are world was a ball. The essenti\ll aw~stilon
asked to imagine that they are Native Americans observ- tered on the size of the world and whether or not
ing the sky on the morning when the supernova first possible to navigate westward across the
appeared next to a waning crescent moon. Visitors sketch without starving to death in the
their observations with colored chalk on black paper. economic incentive to acquire
bJ''V" .....
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Record Latitude Here:
Spain: _ - - - - Canary Islands:

Mystery Island: _ _ _ __

from the
the Far East.
number of "hours"
To understand how the size of the world affected ron'.... ro ..'.,... .. to our
Columbus'
our planetarium visitors look at two bus's method with
globes (see illustration comparing world maps). One globe California
8:00 p.m.,
shows the smaller world that Columbus postulated with a who reports the time
relatively narrow ocean between the Indies and Spain. The hours west of New York in lOnlgnuae.
other globe is about 50%
larger corresponding to the · .. we consiaer the rear questions ana
more accepted size that had tions tfiat fea to
voyages
been know since the time
Eratosthenes. With this dispe{ a few mytfis.
larger globe, the ocean separating Spain from the Indies was dauntingly wide - if simultaneously, and then cornp,are
one did not know of the intervening continents - it was a the event after he returned to
three month voyage in a ship capable of holding only one gram use small hour """'''''c''''''_'''
month's provisions! Columbus must have been a good occurrence of a lunar
he was funded by the Queen even though the much as Columbus did.
academic community voted against him.
Now, visitors can determine the location of
While voyaging with Columbus, planetarium visitors island from the latitude recorded
and
learn how European
of the 1400's determined west" measurement of the lunar 1P1"'11nc~c>
latitude by measuring the altitude of Polaris. Each person latitude and
on Columbus's World
uses small quadrant to measure Polaris' altitude in the illustration), visitors discover
Due to
variations, the first measure- was near the Indies.
ment
each visitor in a different
of
any- (see
locate Columbus in the
where between Spain and Norway! In a simulated voyage on the small island of
from
to the Caribbean, volunteers from the audience
After we note the contributions of
mappmg: the coast of South
act as navigators to determine latitude and to adjust the
""""','-'Io-nOI'll"''' compass, a special effects projector which sim~
much more
ulates a
box compass. A final set of readings is made did, we return to the n.rlITlr\~
on a "mystery island" where Columbus was marooned
to say the
Columbus when
with his crew for over a year. The visitors are challenged
to discover where in the world Columbus landed by findthe latitude and longitude of this "mystery island".
Once in the Caribbean, visitors learn of Columbus'
interaction with the people he and his crew encountered.
For many months the natives gladly supplied Columbus'
men with foud. After a time, however, they wearied of this
as the story goes, Columbus said that if they
did not continue providing food, his God would be displeased and make the moon rise blood red in color.
Columbus's son, Ferdinand, later wrote that when the
lunar eclipse that Columbus predicted actually occurred,
the natives were so frightened that they promised to
resume supporting Columbus and his crew.
We point out that it is very likely that Ferdinand's
account is an exaggeration. Native people in the Americas
knew the sky and were aware of eclipses. In fact, the
Mayan day keepers on the nearby mainland had been able
to predict eclipses quite precisely for centuries prior to
It is our
Columbus' voyage. We use the story mainly to launch a discovered America?" is not
modeling activity on how eclipses occur. A light source in tors will corne to realize that there is not
the center of the planetarium represents the sun and each to this
visitor's head is an "Earth," and each "Earth" is provided how one defines
It is tragic that the contact between
with a Styrofoam ball "moon to model lunar and solar
Native
American cultures was so I"'",~-o>"l· ..n.·... hliro
eclipses.
Columbus attempted to determine his longitude by tim- tating to the Native American cultures.
ing the eclipse. He compared his observations with the contact, the tribe that
completely destroyed - no survivors.
nn"(]I,CleU time of occurrence in Europe to compute the
.... j;;,. ...

......... ' -

ri'C'I'"'n.'lT01l'''<Y
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the west coast of the Americas about 1500 years ago.

so slow to learn lessons from our history. Human history
is filled with clashes between cultures. Perhaps by increasing our awareness of the natural world, we can all share an
appreciation of the common ground that connects all people and allows us to live in harmony with each other as
well as the natural world. After all, aren't we all looking at
the same sky, seeing the same stars, watching the same
sun, moon and planets?

Astronomy of the Americas and Who Discovered America?
will be available as a part of the PASS (Planetarium
Activities for Student Success) series, and in the 1492: Two
Worlds of Science School Kit. Both publications will be
ready in late spring of 1992. If you are interested in
advance ordering information, contact:
Edna DeVore
Astronomy and Physics Education,
Lawrence Hall of Science
University of California
Berkeley, California 94720
fax: (510) 642-1055
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(Regional, continued from
SOUTHEAST PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION

No report. Bob Tate, representative.
SOUTHWEST ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
(SWAP)

SWAP welcomes home Bow Walker of the
Planetarium in Tyler, Texas after his recent surgery.
Jim Greenhouse, formerly with Science Place 2 Planetarium is now at the Don Harrington Discovery Center in
Amarillo, Texas. John Cotton is now administering
duties at Science Place 2. Don Garland of the Fort Worth
Museum of Science and History is relaxing after a tremendous six-month success with the SOVIET SPACE exhibit.
Donna Pierce's 35th Rice University Reunion was held at
Houston's Museum of Science, Burke Baker Planetarium.
Wayne Wyrick of the Kirkpatrick Planetarium in Oklahoma City recently ran #Geovator,' a multi-sensory trip to
the center of the Earth. Sponsored by local oil and gas com0
panies, this trip in time was a huge success.
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Minoltastands ·alone as the worlds leatUnJI ...
accurate and affordable planetariums for every budget and size installation.
Minolta Planetariums offer:
"""""hil"lB.

REALISTIC SKIES Precise, high-quality Minolta precision multi-element coated glass lenses provide unsurpassed brilliance
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed Pole-to-Pole coverage
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
• 70mm movie projection system • Dome screens • Sound systems • Control systems
• Laser shows • Special effect projectors • Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA

Jane's
Corner
Execu ti ve Secretary from "' ...
found two books dealing with the "' .....
The Drinking Gourd by F.N. Monjo, is a n~'nD'I"h",,~'ir
children's book, and the other is
Drinking Gourd by Jeanette
ISBN
8%94-7, Knopf, New
1988. She says
tures in the second one are very good and
look good on a dome.
if it looks
dome, then it has found a home. The
"poem" starts me rhyming ... sorry about
II " " ......

J . L ... L.

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, Virginia 23230
I've collected gourds from a friend's garden again:
props for the 2nd annual presentation of "Follow the
Drinking Gourd" for 11 th grade English students. I
described the program in this column for June 1991
Planetarian. The basis for the program, as you will recall, is
a poem whose author is unknown; the title refers to the
navigational aspect of the Big Dipper. It appeared in slavery days in America and is an example of what Virginia
Commonwealth University music professor Christopher
Brooks calls a "map song," whose words gave instructions
for escaping to the North without attracting the attention
of slave owners. The response to that article prompts me to
print the poem herein:
When the sun comes back and the first quail calls,
Follow the drinking gourd,
For the the old man is a-waiting for to carry you to
freedom
If you follow the drinking gourd.
The river bank will make a very good road,
The dead trees show you the way,
Left foot, peg foot traveling on
Follow the drinking gourd.
The river ends between two hills
Follow the drinking gourd.
There's another river on the other side,
Follow the drinking gourd.
Where the little river meets the great big river.
Follow the drinking gourd.
The old man is a-waiting for to carry you to freedom,
If you follow the drinking gourd.
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Overheard

-At Jane Hastings' planetarium in
during a lesson on latitude and IVll~lllUUl'l;;
... Student: liMy TAG (Talented and
me there were equators on the moon!"

1..1",.,1-1. .......' ' ' ' ....

-from planetarians who have ..0..,-.""...... 1..,
from The Astronomical 0...;""'''''.'"<7
amusement of our customers":" ... as ... ",r'~".~
ence enthusiasts, we join ... in a push for new laws that
on ... every
will mandate the ... placement of ...
product in every category offered for sale. Our SUS~gE'stE~d
list of required warning appears below:
CAUTION: The Mass of This Product Contains the
Net
Equivalent of 85 Million Tons of 1NT
Weight.
CONSUMER NOTICE: Because of the
Principle', It is
for the Consumer
Out at the Same Time Both
Product Is and How Fast It is Moving.
ADVISORY: There is an
Small but Nonzero
Chance That, Through a Process
as
,
This Product May Spontaneously Disappear from Its
Present Location and Reappear at Any Random Place
in the Universe,
Your Neighbor's Domicile.
The Manufacturer Will Not Be Responsible for
Damages or Inconvenience That May Result.
PLEASE NOTE: Some Quantum Physics Theories ..."£.. .,,.,..."'.
That When the
Is Not Directly
This Product, It May Cease to Exist or Will Exist
in a Vague and Undetermined State.
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASERS: The
Physical Universe, Including this
Day Collapse Back into an Infinitesimally Small
Should Another Universe Subsequently
Existence of This Product in That Universe
Guaranteed."
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Seeing ·is Believing.

If you've watched this space in the past
few issues you've seen our advertisement depicting one of the beautiful
David Malin deep space images (the
Eagle Nebula, M-16) which Sky-Skan
now offers as 6-frame All-Sky sets.

caused by a star projector that isn't on an
elevator. We've made up a stack of c%r
prints, shot with a fish-eye lens directly
off the dome. They're suitable for framing, or for inclusion in a funding proposal if you don't have an all-sky system.

We thought you'd like to see what the
same image looks like on the dome,
and how insignificant is the shadowing

The picture is remarkable. One look will
make you a believer. Call or write and
we'll send you one.

Sky-Skan, Inc .
51 Lake Street Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. 1603) 880-8500, FAX 1603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street London W1 R 5FA, Tel. 071-629 0538, FAX 071-734 4166
Planetarium: Castellon, Spain.
Eagle Nebula image is copyrighted and used with permission from the Anglo-Australian Telescope Board.

The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR~ the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR User's Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847

EVANS & SUTHERLAND
DIGISTAR@ is a trademark of Evans & Sutherland Computer Corporation

